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ASCA Hall of Fame Class of 2019

Coach John Mattos
Coach John Mattos began his swim coaching career in

efforts at that championship meet and Mattos was named

1973 when he was hired as the head Age Group coach

NCAA Division I Coach of the Year by his peers. Amy went

for the Southern California Aquatics swim team. He was

on to become the first woman from the USA to win 4 Gold

then hired as the head coach of the Fort Collins Tiderid-

Medals at the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, GA and

ers (currently known as the Fort Collins Area Swim Team

Mattos helped guide her to 2 more Gold’s at the 2000

– FAST). After Mattos finished his college education in

Olympic Games in Sydney, Australia. Mattos was select-

1975 with his Teacher Certification in English, he was hired

ed as an assistant coach to the US World Championships

at Fort Collin’s Poudre High School as an English teacher

swimming team that competed in Rome, Italy in 1994 and

and coached both the girls and boys HS swimming teams.

was later named an assistant to the 2004 US Short Course
Worlds team that competed at the Conseco Events Center

In 1980 Mattos was hired to coach the Colorado State

in Indianapolis. He was inducted into CSU’s Athletic Hall

Women’s Swimming and Diving Team and he remained their

of Fame in November of 2005. In October of 2016 John

head coach for 31 years. He retired in July of 2011. Mattos

received yet another honor, this one was as a recipient

had over 200 career dual meet wins. He guided the Rams

of CSU’s prestigious Distinguished Alumni Award.

to 77 individual conference titles, 2 District VII regional team

was a longtime member of the College Swimming Coaches

titles, 5 High Country Athletic Conference championships,

ASCA.

2 Western Athletic Conference titles and 1 Mountain West

Coach Awards and the Richard E. Steadman Award. He

Conference regular season team championship.

Mattos

He achieved Distinguished Coach Awards, Master

He

has spoken at the ASCA, College Swimming Coaches

was named HCAC’s Coach of the Year 3 times, the

Association of America’s and the Mexican Swimming

WAC Coach of the Year twice and the MWC Coach

Federation’s annual coaches conventions. He has also pre-

of the Year once. In 1994 his team finished 12th at the

sented at USA Swimming sponsored symposiums around

NCAA Division I Championships as legendary swim-

the country to educate young up-and coming swim coaches.

mer Amy Van Dyken became the first CSU swimmer

Along with wife, Connie, Mattos has lived in Fort Collins

to win an NCAA individual event championship while

since 1975. They have a 25 year old daughter, Marissa Valo-

setting a new NCAA and US record in the 50 yard

rie, who graduated from Fossil Ridge HS where she was

Freestyle. Amy earned Swimmer of the Year honors for her

elected the girls swim team captain her senior year.
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Coach Maureen Sheehan
Coach Maureen Sheehan has been a mainstay of swim-

to sweep both Age Group and Senior Championship titles in

ming and coaching In Illinois for 40 years now, and has

back-to-back seasons. Maureen has coached swimmers at

produced USA Team Members and Olympians as their

every performance level including 30 USA Swimming

formative years coach in addition to an incredible record of

National qualifiers, six World Ranked swimmers, and an

team success. Her positive influence in the lives of count-

American Record holder.

less athletes stands as a huge contribution to our sport,
far in excess of her considerable competitive coaching

Since the Sectional Championship meet was established

success. Under Sheehan’s direction (1981 to 1984) Lake Forest

in 2001, LFSC has continued to be a dominant team. Their

Swim Club age group swimmers won numerous Illinois State

swimmers have been the top Illinois team in every short and

Championships and National rankings. In 1984 Sheehan

long course Sectional Meet between 2001 and 2005. The Lake

became the fifth Head Coach of the Lake Forest Swim Club.

Forest Swim Club won the six-state USA Sectional Meet

In September 1988 she added the title and responsibilities

in 2001, 2002, 2004, and 2005, captured the men’s team

of Executive Director, reflecting the growth of the business

title in 2001 and 2002, and the Women’s team title in 2001,

operation of the club under her direction.

2002, 2003, and 2004. Coach Sheehan is certified ASCA
Level 5. She was selected to the staff of the Three Nation

Since 1985, LFSC swimmers have captured 61 Illinois Age

Distance Training Camp (Hawaii, 1991), National Junior

Group, Senior Men’s, Senior Women’s, and Combined State

Team (Montreal, 1992), the National Team Training Camp

Championship trophies. LFSC has swept the team titles at

(Colorado Springs, 1996) and the Short Course World

the State Senior Championships three times and is the only

Championships (Hong Kong, 1999).

team to bring home a trophy each year between 1980 and
2001, when the meet served as the state’s premier Senior

In 2004 Illinois Swimming recognized Maureen’s service

Swimming competition. In 1999 LFSC became the first team

contributions with a USA Swimming Life Membership.
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Coach James Ellis
For nearly 50 years, Coach Ellis’ leadership has provided

Over the past 36 years, Ellis has been introducing

and developed competitive swimming opportunities to a

competitive swimming to inner city youth and their families.

diverse and inclusive community of children, challenging

His coaching and mentoring has provided a healthy and

them to meet their potential and bringing to fruition in

stimulating environment in which the young athletes can

them his acronym for what once was known as the Phila-

grow and compete. Through travel to various competi-

delphia Department of Recreation and translate it into his

tions, the program exposes swimmers to other parts of the

values of: PRIDE, DETERMINATION AND RESILIENCE.

country and different lifestyles. Today, P.D.R. is a nationally recognized competitive swim team, the nation’s best

As the movie Pride recounts, Ellis took a job in an impover-

predominately African-American team, and has become

ished neighborhood and founded the

P.D.R. (Philadelphia

a model for urban swim programs around the country.

Department of Recreation) Swim Team, based at the

Over a hundred of his swimmers have attended college on

Marcus Foster Recreation Center in the Nicetown section of

swimming scholarships.

Philadelphia, in 1971.

Coach James Ellis
Coach Kathy McKee who is currently the Associate Head
Coach of SwimMAC Carolina, initially began coaching
with the team in 1994 to develop the club’s first north
site. In her time with SwimMAC Coach McKee guided
pre-competitive swimmers all the way up to the national
level – including swimmers named to the USA National
Junior Team and was awarded the opportunity to serve
as coach for 2007 National Junior Team. McKee is a three
time Georgia Age Group Coach of the Year recipient and
Phillips Outstanding Service Award Recipient. In 2012 Coach
McKee moved to coach at the North Carolina Aquatic Club

where she coached swimmers to numerous team and state
records, including one National Junior team member. She
was honored as the North Carolina Swimming Age Group
Coach of the Year in 2014. Prior to SwimMac, in her time with
Dynamo Coach McKee helped develop many great national
level swimmers including Mary Ellen Blanchard, Carlto
Bruner and Eric Wunderlich. Coach McKee has served on
numerous committees with USA Swimming, North Carolina
Swimming and Georgia Swimming, served on the ASCA
Board for six years; spoken at the World Clinic numerous
times as well as at US and International clinics.
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Coach Mike Parratto
Coach Mike Parratto was born and raised in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania where he began his swimming career at the

Olympics. Jenny began swimming with Mike at Seacoast
Swimming as a 12 year old. She earned her first international

Philadelphia Aquatic Club. While at PAC, Mike swam for
Don Sonia, Bruce Wigo, Paul Bergen, and Mike Burton, all
of whom impacted his coaching philosophy. Mike’s swimming experience was additionally influenced by many of
the great coaches in the area at the time, such as Frank
Keefe, Bob Mattson, George Breen, Jack Simon, and Dick
Shoulberg.

medals at the age of 14 at the 1987 Pan American Games in
Indianapolis. Jenny broke her first World Record at the
1992 Olympic Trials in the 100 meter freestyle.

Mike swam at Eastern Illinois University for Coach Ray
Padovan where he earned a B.A. in Communication and
Journalism. After graduating, Mike worked for a time in
the field of sports media, but found himself gravitating
towards coaching. From 1980 to 1984, Mike coached in
Pennsylvania, Florida, and Massachusetts.
In the fall of 1984, Mike was hired as the head coach of the
Seacoast Swimming Association in Dover, New Hampshire.
Under his guidance, Seacoast became one of the dominant teams in New England Swimming. While at Seacoast,
he developed many Junior National, Senior National, and
Olympic Trial Qualifiers.
Mike’s most accomplished athletes to date have been
Jenny Thompson and Regan Smith.
Jenny Thompson, a four-time Olympian and World Record Holder, is one of the most decorated swimmers in
history earning 12 Olympic medals, including eight gold
medals from the 1992, 1996, 2000 and 2004 Summer

Regan Smith, 17 years old, is a three-time USA Swimming
National Team member and currently the Junior World
and World Record holder in the 100- and 200-meter backstrokes. Regan is also the current American Record holder
in the 200-yard backstroke. At 15, she was a Team USA
2017 World Championship finalist in Budapest. She earned
her first international medal at the 2018 Pan Pacific Championships in Tokyo. Regan was on the 2019 World Championship Team in Gwangju, South Korea where she won two
gold medals.
Fun Fact…Jenny Thompson broke Mary T. Meagher’s
legendary 1981 100 meter butterfly World Record in 1999
and Regan Smith broke Mary T.’s long standing (37 years)
15-16 National Age Group Record in the 200 yard butterfly
in 2018.
Mike is married to Amy Ayres Parratto since 1989. Mike and
Amy have coached together since 1984 in New Hampshire,
Indiana and Minnesota. They have two daughters – Melissa
(28) a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania where
she swam all four years and Jessica (25) a graduate of
Indiana University and a 2016 Rio Olympian in platform
and platform synchro diving. Both were captains of their
college teams.
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WILLING
VS.

T

ABLE
By Coach Don Swartz

here is a substantial difference in being willing and being able when it comes

to process driven progress. This difference is very clear when we challenge our
swimmers to make a change for more speed.

Keep it simple…raise your hand if you want to swim faster.

the side and an urgent desire to hit the touch pad so you

If your hand is up you are in the correct group.

can breathe.

In free and fly you swim faster when you don’t breathe.

Everyone in our senior training group can do this. They are

Backstrokers need to remember that as they get faster

able to swim 25 yards in 15 seconds or less with 2 breaths.

due to underwater fly kicks they will be swimming less so

However, as of this writing more than a few are unwilling.

they too will have less oxygen available. Top backstrokers

Fortunately we coaches have faith in their ultimate desire

today swim less than ½ the distance of the event.

to swim faster. When they miss a cut by a tenth or two we

So we have challenged our swimmers to breathe 2 times

can simply smile.

max on the last lap of all free and IM swims, no matter the

When they discover for themselves the power of self-dec-

distance…with the obvious exception of the 50 free. We

laration on this small point they will have a shift in their

are talking short course.

awareness about all the areas this distinction can impact.

When you breathe only twice you have a much better body

Small incremental changes over time make a substantial

position and a faster, more even tempo. The faster tempo

difference…all the time, every time.

is due to less time with your head turned (even slightly) to
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LEVEL 2-3
AVAILABLE
ONLINE

ASCA ONLINE EDUCATION
CERTIFICATION SCHOOLS & VIDEO COURSES

Coaches for students of all ages can learn from the experience of the world’s most influential coaches and Olympic
Swimmers. ASCA Online Education now includes an ever-growing collection of online video presentations. Analyze
the excellence of the best swimmers in history. It is a must-experience for all swimming coaches.

With the new GoSwim and ASCA
Partnership, all of the ASCA Talks
are available exclusively to ASCA
Members on GoSwim.tv for a single
annual price.

AMERICAN SWIMMING
COACHES ASSOCIATION

For more information click through
the banner on the front page of our
website.

swimmingcoach.org
(954) 563-4930
(800) 356-2722
5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530 Fort
Lauderdale, FL 33309
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Developing Your Level of
Coaching Commitment
(Some tidbits of advice I have picked up over the years from various coaches & educators.)
The following ideas can help you enhance your sense of coaching commitment:
1. Be Yourself – Everyone has unique strengths and weaknesses. Use your special qualities/
talents to make yourself the best coach you can. What makes you special and able to
succeed? How can you use these skills to become the best coach you can be?
2. Have a Plan – Set goals and targets for yourself. Use your strengths to carry you from one level
to the next. Know where you are going, where you want to go, and how you are going to get
there. What do you want to achieve? How will you get there?
3. Know Yourself – Acknowledge your strengths and weaknesses. Understand what motivates
you and use this knowledge. What gets you going? What keeps you going when things
get tough?
4. Be Willing – What are you willing to give up to become a great coach? Are you prepared to
overcome any obstacles that might get in your way?
5. Start Now – What is preventing you from achieving your goal(s) right now? Work to overcome
this. Start today. What are you waiting for?
6. Use What You Have – Use as many resources as you can in your quest for being a great coach
– ASCA, other coaches, athletes, friends, etc. What kind of support system is available to help
you become the best coach you can be? ASCA!
7. Develop What You Don’t Have – Develop the skills you need to be better. Do you need to
work on your technique skills, designing workouts, physiology skills, psychology skills,
administrative skills? Utilize ASCA. Go to clinics.
8. Be Efficient – Don’t always just train/coach hard…train/coach smart. Take ownership of your
career. Don’t waste time or misuse time and energy. What is the best way for you to get where
you and your athletes want to go?
9. Enjoy Success, Learn from Failure – When you achieve something, acknowledge it. When
you fail, try to understand why and work on not letting it happen again. Ask yourself, “How
can I improve?”
10. Take Care of Yourself – Your level of commitment will also rise when you are at your best,
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Take time off regularly to recharge yourself.

ASCA Newsletter
Dave Gibson
ASCA Level 5
ASCA Board Member
Head Coach Swim Fort Lauderdale
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2019 ASCA CLINIC LIST
AMERICAN SWIMMING COACHES ASSOCIATION

USA CLINICS
January

2-5

2020

Pacific Swim Coaches Clinic

NAPA California

ASCA Level 1,2 and Coaching
the Novice Swimmer

Dubai UAE

ASCA Levels 1,2, Dryland Training, and
How to Write Workouts

Singapore

INTERNATIONAL CLINICS
October
October

15-18
21-23

2019
2019

November 8-13

2019

ASCA Brazil Clinic Levels 1-5

Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

November 15-16

2019

Trinidad Coaches Clinic Level 3 & Certified
Stroke Technician

Port of Spain, Trinidad
Guangzhou, Guangdong

November 23-24

2019

ASCA Level 4

December 10-14

2019

Dubai Professional Coaches Clinic ASCA
Levels 3, 4, and 5, Dubai UAE

February

10-16, 2020

ASCA Levels 1,2 and 3

Bangalore, India

May

13-19, 2020

Speedo Swim Coach Conference
University of Pretoria

Ingwelala

For Updates and Registration Information go to:
www.swimmingcoach.org/clinic

SwimAmerica A Great Way to
Build Your Swim Team FAST!

SwimAmerica has outstanding
teaching progressions that get kids
team ready FAST!
Here Are Our Three Newest Features!
1. NEW Quick Start Call 800-356-2722 to launch your SwimAmerica
2. NEW On-Line training makes licensing with SwimAmerica convenient
3. NEW Train your instructor/coaches online, simple, fast, targeted training.

Contact Us Today at 800-356-2722
You Can SwimAmerica in just 39 Days!

swimamerica.org

PRESENTATION LITERACY Or A WELL-TRAINED TONGUE:

A talk about giving a talk

by Tim Welsh

I wonder if you sometimes feel like I feel sometimes when I am about to give
a talk that I think is important...as if my “walk up music” should be from the
chorus of “There’s No Business Like Show Business,” as if my role is to be an
entertainer, and if I want to be remembered, I should “give ‘em the old razzle
dazzle” and “all that jazz. And all this, even though I think that I may have
something valuable to say.
Yes? Raise your hand or nod your head a little if you have had that
experience. We have, right?
Public speaking is always on the list of things people fear doing the most.
Few of us are as fortunate as the servant in the Old Testament (Isaiah 50:4)
who boasted that “the Lord has given me a well trained tongue that I may
speak to the weary a word that will comfort them.”
The good news for us is that “a well trained tongue” does not have to be a
gift from God. Speaking with a “well trained tongue” is a skill that can be
learned. It is also a skill that gets better the more we prepare and practice
it. “Aye, there’s the rub.” Like any skill, getting better at it takes work, and
it takes practice. With the work and the practice, anyone can get better at
speaking in public. Even Swimming Coaches.
As swimming coaches, we are giving talks all the time. Whether in small
groups or large ones, we “give talks” to our swimmers, to our training group,
to our team, to our team parents, to our alumni, to our board of directors, to
our recruits, to our department, to our supervisors, to our coaches’ groups,
to meetings in our community, to our classes, ... even, at times, to the ASCA
World Clinic itself. We speak often. And, when we speak, we want to be

heard. We want to be listened to. We “give talks” in order to explain, to teach,
to persuade, to encourage, to support, to comfort, to inspire, to challenge,
to serve, etc., and all in order to lead our teams effectively and to help them
improve. We want our teams to have confidence in us, and to act on what
we say.
Raise your hand or nod your head a little bit if you know that you will be
“giving a talk” to a group of people when you get home. Lots of us, right?
So, here is suggestion #1. Turn to a fresh page in your notes, and title it with
that talk. As ideas occur to you this morning, or this week, jot them down on
this page, and then use this page to help you prepare your talk.
What may be a surprise, or even counter-intuitive is that in our current
always-connected, alwayson, always-busy, always-full-of-distractions
world, the simple act of “giving a talk,” when it is a “good talk” is still a vital
and important way for people to communicate with one another. In fact,
“Done right,” writes Chris Anderson, President of TED and head curator of
TED TALKS, “a talk is more powerful than anything in written form.” (See, Chris
Anderson, TED TALKS. New York, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2016, p. xi).
GIVING A TALK IS PERSONAL. It is direct human to human, person to person, ideally face to face communication complete with feelings, emotions,
gestures, body language. Giving a talk spreads ideas from mind to mind in
a very personal way that links both the ideas and the people. It is exactly
the kind of communication that is missing from our tweets, our texts, our
emails, even our phone calls. “We live in an era,” Chris Anderson continues
“ where the best way to make a dent on the world may no longer be to write
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a letter to the editor or publish a book. It may be simply to stand up and say
something...because both the words and the passion with which they are
delivered can now spread across the world at warp speed (Anderson, p. xii).”
In the old days, in what we think of as the ancient world, the magic and the
beauty and the skill of public speaking was taught in schools and was a part
of every educated person’s training. It was called “RHETORIC,” and it simply
meant “speaking effectively.”
Speaking effectively is now back in fashion. It has new and regained powers.
It has a new name too. It is called “Presentation Literacy.” Chris Anderson believes that “presentation literacy” is so important that it should return to the
curriculum and be taught in every school. “Presentation literacy, he writes, “is
not an optional extra for the few. It is a core skill for the twenty-first century. It’s
the most impactful way to share who you are and what you care about (p. 10).
OK. So much for the advertisement. Are you ready? No more Razzle Dazzle
for us. We’re on to Presentation Literacy.
Are there Rules, you might ask? Yes and No.
The most absolute rule is this: Giving a talk is personal. There is no one way
to give a good talk. BUT ... there are lots of guidelines. Here are a three big
ones:
1. When you give a talk, you GIVE a talk.
You present it and offer it to your audience as a “gift” from your mind to
theirs. Therefore, “giving a talk” is not about you. It is about your audience.
You have an important idea that you want to share with them. Often it is an
idea that you want them not only to accept, but to embrace whole heartedly, and commit to act upon. So ... who are they? What do you know about
your audience, and your relationship to them, and them to you? What do
you think is the best way for you to present your idea to them so that they
“get it?” Your audience is always where your planning starts.
A couple of summers ago, much of the world turned on tv to watch the
wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. Many of us who watched
were enthralled by Bishop Michael Curry’s homily. Reflecting on his homily
afterwards in the introduction to his book The Power of Love which includes
a copy of his homily, this is what Bishop Curry said:
So, I asked the questions you ask anytime you’re preparing a sermon.
First, “who is the congregation? Who are you talking to ” Especially for
weddings...you always address the couple. They are the congregation you
are speaking to. By speaking to them authentically, you end up talking to
their family and friends and whoever is assembled. Michel Curry,
The Power of Love. New York: Penguin Random House, p. xvi)
Bishop Curry’s planning began by considering who his audience would be.
When we “give a talk”, our planning should begin there too.
2. When you give a talk, YOU give a talk.
This is YOU speaking, so your talk should “sound like” you. Your voice, your
vocabulary, your expressions, your interests, your examples, your passions.
This is why there is no one way to give a good talk. Every good talk is genuine and is personal. It connects you personally with your audience personally..... and if it doesn’t, it turns out not to be a very good talk.
AND ... your audience can tell. Especially when your audience knows you,
your audience can tell immediately when you are not being authentic (and
also when you have not prepared). Our swimmers, as we know so well,
have extraordinarily sensitive BS sensors. If we try to “razzle dazzle” them by
not being genuine, they throw the BS penalty flag on us and immediately
discount or even discard what we have to say. True, right? We can all raise
our hand on this one. Worse yet, if we BS them today, they will be more
guarded and less receptive (at least initially) when we try to speak to them
tomorrow.
YOU are giving the talk. BE YOURSELF when you talk. Be prepared. Do your
homework. Plan carefully what you are going to say and how you are go-

ing to say it. Speak in your own voice. Use your own vocabulary. Speak like
you are having a passionate conversation with someone you care about
on a topic you care about – because that is exactly what you are doing.
Be yourself.
Your credibility will come from how closely your actions match your words.
Say what you mean; mean what you say; and always do what you say. For a
long time, my sister Barbara taught in a public elementary school in downtown Philadelphia. Her students used to say the “walk-thetalk”phrase this
way: “Do the walkin’ like you do the talkin’” Notice both how musical and
how memorable that is. I like that.
3. When you give a talk, have something to say!
This sounds like a truism, and it is...but, we have all heard people speak
when they really don’t appear to have anything to say. It may be that they
do have something to say, but they just haven’t prepared well enough to
say it well enough for us to understand. Before you speak out or speak up,
clarify your idea in your mind. Totally. Throughly. Completely clarified. Keep
Re-working the idea in your brain until you come up with the right words to
express in your own way exactly what you mean.
Clarifying your idea in this way may not be easy to do, and it may take time.
BUT – it is always worth doing. If you DON”T clarify your idea in this way,
there is little chance that your audience will come away understanding exactly what you mean.
In high school, our English teachers used to refer to this process as finding
our “thesis sentence.” Remember that? What is it that you want to say? our
English teachers would ask. Put that idea into one sentence. Once you can
do that, then, our English teachers would say, you can explain it with reasons and examples so that we can understand it. And, true to their word,
they would look over our composition when we turned it in, searching for
our thesis sentence, and put a big red question mark on the page when
they couldn’t find it. Ah ... those were the days.
Presentation Literacy begins with these three guidelines:
(1). Know your Audience and “give” the talk directly to them, using language
that you both know and understand. This last is no small point. When you
and your audience share common language expressions, communication
is much smoother. Without a common language, communication is much
more difficult;
(2) Make the talk Yours. Say what you mean; mean what you say; and say it
in your own authentic way.
(3) Clarify, share, give away the BIG IDEA that builds acceptance, energy,
passion and support for your idea, and in most cases with our teams, leads
to the action you desire. No matter how well you know your audience, the
impact of your talk will always depend on how thoroughly, clearly, and
simply you understand and present your main idea. There are no short cuts
here. We just have to do the work.
The first lesson I learned about giving a talk was very simple and very clear.
It came in three parts (audiences like things in 3’s, by the way). It was this:
“Tell us what you are going to say;” then “Tell it to us;” then “Tell us What you
Told us.” [this concept is also mentioned in Jeremey Donovan’s book, How
to Deliver a Ted Talk. Jeremey Donovan copyright, 2012)
That formula still works. it works especially well for educational, informational and instructional
items. And – notice that I just gave you a sample of that structure a few
minutes ago. I told you I would present three guidelines for Presentation Literacy. Then I told you what the three guidelines were. Then I reminded you
that Presentation Literacy begins with these three guidelines. This is repetition, but in a talk that is being listened to, repetition is good. Your audience
“needs” repetition to learn and remember what you say.
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Another simple, memorable, somewhat sassy formula for giving a talk (still
in three parts) is only five words long. It is this: Tell us “What;” then tell us
“So What;” then tell us”Now What?” (Anderson, p. 40). This “What-So-WhatNow What” formula lends itself particularly well to talks that are going to
end with a recommended, or a required course of action. Teams like action
items; so do business professionals. Everyone likes to know what they can/
should/must do with the good idea you just gave to them. Always leave
your audience knowing what they should do next.

There are lots of ways to structure your talk.

Presentation Literacy can take lots of forms, each of which has its own
advantages and its own favorite niches. For example, here are a few of them:

1. Connecting personally with your audience.
Why does this matter to you, and why should it matter to them? And this
on both an intellectual and a visceral level. You need to “get to us” for us to
“get” what you are saying to us. Building trust with your audience comes
from being both genuine and vulnerable. Share your good idea by sharing
yourself. And .. Ego free. You are “giving” this talk, remember. It’s not about
you. [This is the “so what” part].

1. Tell me a story. We all like stories, read stories, watch stories, tell stories,
etc. Stories are one of the principal ways we learn and share information,
knowledge, even wisdom. So, tell me a story...but ALWAYS know why you
are telling me this story ...and why this story is relevant to to the main idea
you are talking about. Surprise me; delight me; guide me so that I discover/
uncover the meaning, or even the moral to the story you have just told me...
Here is a story about when I first became aware of the power of presentation
literacy. I was a senior in college and, along with some other students, had
been invited to attend a downtown gathering with our college president.
When the time came to introduce the students attending, several speakers
read each student’s resume. They all sounded alike. When our President
introduced us, he identified each of us with a strong personal trait. In my
case, he linked me with my interest in words and language. Then he added
a couple of examples from our resumes. His introduction “worked.” People
spoke to us afterwards about the characteristics he had used to introduce
us. Needless to say, it took him some extra work and preparation to introduce us in this way, but the result of his work was that his introductions
were the ones the audience remembered. That’s the power of Presentation
Literacy.
When you introduce your students, on senior day perhaps, consider taking some extra preparation time to make your introductions personal and
memorable.
2. Take me on a journey. We all like going places, and getting places,
especially when our destination is some place new and exciting. As our seasons begin and we “give a talk” to our team about the year ahead, we might
want to take our team on a journey from where they are now to the glorious
place they will be at season’s end. Along the way, we can spread some hope,
enthusiasm, and optimism, and the glories of accomplishing our team goals
through hard work and good sportsmanship. Getting “there” as a team will
be so much better than remaining “here” where we are that we are all motivated and eager to get to work on the new season. That is a familiar theme,
right? What might be the best way to express it, share it with each of our
teams this year?
3. Solve a riddle or a problem. Outlining and defining a problem that our
team is facing, and then providing a clear, well structured way to solve the
problem and move forward towards the team goals might be a helpful
way to “give a talk” about conflicts that come up along every team’s journey
through the season.
4. Present step-by-step instructions for accomplishing a specific task.
Clear. Simple. Direct. “First, do this;” then, “do this;” then, “do this.” Until the
task is done. Exactly what is needed. Only what is needed. Nothing more.
Nothing less. Small steps, done well and in the proper order lead to success.
We might even consider this the “stroke drill” way to “give a talk.” In teaching
stroke technique, our stroke drills follow a step-by-step progression
from beginning to end, until the skills we are teaching have been
accomplished. Organizing a talk in this way also aims to build a progressive
step-by-step path to success.
5. Historical/ Chronological ... can show growth and development over
time. Avoid straight recitation of names and dates for extended periods. Include stories/ anecdotes, even humor

FORM ALWAYS FOLLOWS FUNCTION.
What you want your talk to accomplish (its function) will help you know
how to structure it (Its form).
However you structure it, these three things always need to be a part of a
good talk:

2. Connecting all the dots...
The core idea, your core message, needs to run through the entire talk. Each
part. Each story. Each example needs to be connected to the core message.
Connect these dots... so that they enforce and strengthen the core message. Your talk not only needs a structure, a form, it also needs a map ... your
audience needs to know that you and they are always on the right road to
get where your talk is going. Connecting all the dots provides the highway
signs on the road being traveled.
3. Fitting into the time allotted...
Plan, organize, practice, rehearse...so that the talk fits into the time allotted.
Running over time, or not finishing weakens the presentation. Both are
signs of not being fully and completely prepared. Short talks may take longer to prepare than long ones. (Only room for the essentials).
HAVE YOU GOT SOME IDEAS FOR THE TALK YOU ARE GOING TO “GIVE”
SOON?
I hope so.
LET’S TURN OUR ATTENTION NOW TO SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
FOR “GIVING A TALK.”
1. Write it or don’t write it? Read it or don’t read it?
This is a hard one. You must be comfortable with your choice.
General Rule: Write it, but don’t read it.
Writing helps to clarify and to organize your thoughts. This takes time and
planning, but it also helps you “map out” your talk, AND When you write,
you often “learn” things you may not have learned by not writing them. Not
to mention that unscripted, “off the cuff’ talks may ramble and be less focused on the core idea.
Writing also allows you to edit and re-write – probably essential for most
talks, especially short ones
Writing, even writing strong notes, also makes your talk more durable. You
may be speaking on the same topic or on one close to it again some time.
Writing this one gives you the benefit of this experience as you prepare for
the next one. The next talk will be different, of course, but it will also benefit
from the work and the preparation you have done this time too. Think of
this as being similar to keeping a log book of this year’s practices. Next
year’s practices are different, of course, but they also benefit from a historical review of what we have done in similar situations previously.
Write every word? Or just key ideas?? Either way can work.
Probably depends on what makes you the most comfortable, and who
your audience is.
Writing it, but not reading it ...means practicing is essential! Know your talk
well enough to present it without reading it. A couple of notes (key words,
for example) may keep you on track so that you don’t forget stuff ... but con-
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necting with your audience requires looking them in the eye, and speaking
with a passion for your ideas that you would use in “normal” conversation.
A couple of note cards in your hand are OK.
Reading it often means not looking at the audience, or changing tone of
voice, or reading in a monotone... all of which detract from connecting with
your audience.

couple of years on being professional)
Whatever the style, clothes must be neat, clean, and “presentable.” (Sloppy
may indicate to audience that you “didn’t care enough” to dress properly)
YOU ... must feel comfortable and confident in your dress to connect with
audience
5. Humor or no humor?
General Rule: always helps, if it is “natural” and fits the point of the talk.
Can be disastrous if forced, inappropriate
If you use humor in your regular conversations, use humor in your talk.

2. Lectern or no Lectern?
General Rule: No lectern if possible.
A lectern, like a big desk in your office, blocks, shields, places a barrier
between you and your audience. Stand away from the lectern if you can.
Natural stance. Stand on both feet. Hands generally at your side.
Use hand gestures as you would in ordinary speech. Usually from waist to
shoulders. Big room, big gestures. Small room small gestures.
Avoid poor posture. Avoid military “parade rest” position (too stiff ) Avoid
“fig leaf” (lack of confidence). Avoid crossing arms over your chest (closed
body language). Avoid pointing with single finger (threatening). Avoid
excessive walking around (nervous)...may walk to make a point (forward for
emphasis...”here to there for journey, etc. Do Look at audience. Move from
face to face/section to section if possible. Speak to back of the room so they
can hear you. Look back there too.
3. Slides/power point/visual aids/ hand outs etc...
General Rule: use sparingly, if at all.
Again, general rule: one idea per slide, if use Power Point...only a few bullet
points.
Here is the problem:
When you present a slide on a screen, or give a hand out, your audience
will turn their eyes away from you and look at the screen or the paper, and
are likely to listen to you less attentively. My guilty hand goes way up on
having made this mistake. For years, I would write a travel itinerary for the
team, hand it out, and then read it to them. What did they do? Look at the
itinerary, read ahead, scan it for information they want. Often, we were
literally not on the same page. I was always disappointed with the outcome.
Slow learner.
It is the same with Power Point Presentations (I almost did one for this talk
too. yikes!) The weakest thing you can do, argues Tim Anderson (our Ted
Talks guru again) is to put up a Power Point slide with a lot of words on it,
and then read it to your audience (p.117). They are either reading ahead of
you, or, in a Conference, or a classroom, writing down notes. Either way, they
are not listening to you. You have lost them.
There are many valuable ways to use Power Point, especially where technical, mathematical, or foreign language instruction is involved. Giving a talk
is not like teaching a class. In teaching a class, there may be valuable and
important ways to use handouts and Power Point slides. In “giving a talk,”
however, it may be wise to avoid them.

If you don’t use humor in your daily talk, plan carefully. Avoid popular,
repeated, canned jokes ... Just be You... as always!
6. Nervous? Of course.
General Rule: the better your preparation and rehearsal, the more confident
you will be. Drink water...but modestly ... restrooms are not on stage.
Avoid carbonated drinks. (They may create gas, burping, discomfort, etc)
Coffee?? May depend on your personal style. Coffee can add to nervousness, can add to “excitement” factor, so that you speed up your delivery.
Certainly not more coffee than usual
before you speak. Alcohol? Almost always NO. (Beware alcohol before offering a toast at weddings, etc).
Eat ... light, but regular meals
Mindfulness/meditation before going on stage may help.
A couple of deep breaths will help. OK to do on stage. Short pauses are OK
too.
Pauses can not only help you relax, they can also be dramatic. A slight pause
before
a main point can help to emphasize the point.
Our son, John, reminds me that giving a talk is musical. It has a melody and
rhythm. It can change its volume, and it speed. And like music, can have
“rests” as a part of its score.
7. Words, Words, Words... The Words you choose to use matter ... a lot!
General, almost absolute rule: Use Natural Every Day Words
Avoid complex awkward sounding Thesaurus words.
Example: When I was in elementary school, each day began with a short
Bible reading, usually from the King James Bible. The 23rd Psalm was a favorite reading. In the King James Version, the second line says “He maketh
me to lie down in green pastures.” I can picture that. Those are normal every
day words. A Current translation of the same Psalm now reads: In verdant
pastures He gives me repose.” Those are not every day words. I can’t picture
that. I am not saying anything about the accuracy of either translation. I am
just saying that in terms of Presentation Literacy, the King James version
sounds better to the ear and, in my opinion anyway, is more memorable.
In a similar way, to my ears, the words “a well trained tongue” sound better
to me and are more memorable than the words “presentation literacy.”
As human beings, we like Symmetrical, rhythmical speech patterns.

So ... when/if you use visual aids, use them carefully, sparingly...and in a way
that does not repeat or conflict with your presentation to your audience.
(Lots of helpful information on this topic in most resources on public speaking).
4. Dress Up? Dress Down? FOCUS ON YOUR IDEAS, NOT YOUR CLOTHES,
BUT... General Rule: Dress to suit the occasion, the audience, and yourself.
The more formal the gathering and the occasion, the more formal the dress.
The more public the gathering (are you being filmed?) the more formal
the dress. (Hint: if you are being filmed, you may want to avoid dressing in
black or white)
When you are speaking to professionals, dress like a professional to be
heard and accepted like a professional (several ASCA talks in the past

We like alliteration, words beginning with the same letter or sound, and we
are pretty good at it. Mark Forsyth in his book, The Elements of Eloquence (p.
11) writes that “alliteration is the simplest way to turn a memorable phrase.”
Using alliteration in a talk may help to make it more memorable. Using
alliteration in your talk is “Right as Rain” and is “as Good as Gold.” and can
make you sound “as Cool as a Cucumber.” Alliteration is a “hale and hearty”
way to go when giving your talk.
We like rhythm and we like rhyme...
“Whose woods these are, I think I know...
His house is in the village though.
The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
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But I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep
And miles to go before I sleep.”
[Robert Frost, “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening”]
And notice here too how effective repeating the last sentence is. It adds
emphasis and importance. And, it finishes the thought. There is nothing
else to say.
When you repeat a sentence for emphasis, tell us that you are doing it, so
that we get it. Say something like: “Let me say that again ... “ and then say
it again.
We like repetition of the same phrase to open or to conclude a thought:
Martin Luther King’s “I have a Dream Speech” is remembered for his
repetition 10 times of the words “I have a dream.” We know it is “a dream
deeply rooted in the American dream” but we may not remember much
else. What we do remember are the words “I have a dream” because that is
the phrase and the theme that encapsulates his entire speech.
We like clever twists of the same phrase (even though we often do hear it
in advertising).
John F. Kennedy’s “Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you
can do for your country” Still resonates with us, all these years later. Teams
often use phrases such as “All for one, and one for All” An automobile dealer
in our town uses this phrase: “Don’t pay more for what you get; get more for
what you pay.”
We like sayings that come in threes. (Wikipedia calls this “The Rule of Three).
“Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness” “Been there. Done that. Bought
the T-shirt” “Friends, Romans, Countrymen..” begins Mark Anthony’s famous eulogy for Julius Caesar in Shakespear’s play. And notice that in Mark
Anthony’s opening, his audience expands with each word. That is not an
accident. That is good writing. The other way would shrink his audience,
and be much less memorable. “Three is the magic number of literary composition” says Mark Forsyth (p. 84) We like threes, and once we start looking,
we find them everywhere. Four doesn’t work. Three does. “Price, Price, Price”
we are told on tv are the most important factors to consider when buying
insurance. Not to mention “ Location, Location, Location” in real estate. Or

Even “Go Team Go” in team cheers. (One syllable team names use Go Team
Go, two Syllable team names use Go Team. It’s “Go Cubs Go” or “ Go Bears
Go” but its “Go Cowboys” or Go Blackhawks” Or even Nike’s “Just Do It.” Still
3 words, 3 syllables. If there is a surprise or a twist or a longer item in your
three items, it goes at the end. Three is the magic number (see Mark Forsyth
again).
We like lists and numbering.
Use numbered lists for main points ... and not too many numbers, either.
The largest number of things most people can remember is seven. Think
phone numbers.
DO YOU HAVE SOME MORE IDEAS YET FOR YOUR TALK PAGE?
I HOPE SO.
The point of all this emphasis on words is just that: to emphasize how important words are to the talk you give. It takes time and
planning and work to craft such good, strong, memorable words.
But when you do get the words right, it makes All the Difference.
Do the thinking. Do the writing. And Practice. Practice. Practice. (Note the
rule of 3 here).
The road to Presentation Literacy is the same road we travel for the
acquisition of all skills. Thinking, planning, deliberate practice, and
repetition. Repeat. The more often we travel this road by doing these things,
the smoother it gets.
As we go through the week, please keep checking back to the page in your
notes where you placing ideas for your upcoming talk. Add the ideas as
they come to you. Review them, and allow them to help your planning
when you get home. The talk you “give” will be better for it.
SO – The next time you are preparing to give a talk ...
Avoid the Show Business Theme Don’t “give em the old Razzle Dazzle, “
Instead Trust your Well Trained Tongue, and Utilize your improved Presentation Literacy Skills.
Thank you.
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Introducing the X1-PRO by
REVOLUTIONIZING AQUATIC RESISTANCE TRAINING

THE

X1-PRO

Patent Pending

GMX7 is pushing swimmers to their full potential by empowering
coaches and swimmers with the best resistance training device on
the market. Now accepting orders at gmx7training.com.

COMING NOVEMBER 2019

The Education Road
have taken advantage

LEVEL 3 EDUCATION CERTIFIED
COACH

STATE COUNTRY

LEVEL(s)

Aimee Collier
Moacyr Freitas
Roman Gorelkov
Leanne Lefebvre Larson
Adam Schapiro
Lynnette Smith
Stephanie Snyder
Kirk Stackle
Tyler Wyatt
Vitaliy Zatonskyy

AZ

3; 2
2; 3
3; 2
3; 2
4; 3
2; 3
3; 2
2; 3
2; 3
2; 3

R

FL
WI
OH
UT
TX
TX
OK
PA

USA
BRAZIL
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Education; USA Swimming
International Age Group; Education
Education; USA Swimming
Education; YMCA; Age Group
YMCA Age Group and Education
USA Swimming; Education
Education; Summer League and Masters
USA-Swimming; Education
USA-Swimming; Education Road
USA Swimming; Education

LEVEL 4 EDUCATION CERTIFIED
COACH

STATE COUNTRY

LEVEL(s)

Laura Bransky
Herb Brill
Carl Cembrano
Marisa Cozort
Jennifer Crowther
Chris Kjeldsen
Fred Schorm
Daan Sengers
Roger Simmons
Jennifer Turner

VA
AR
MD
CA
VA
TX
IN

4; 2
4; 3
2; 4
4
3; 4
4; 3
4; 2
4; 2
3; 4
2; 4

CT
AE

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
NETHERLANDS
USA
USA

Education; Age Group
Education; Age Group
Age Group; Education
High School and Education
USA Swimming, Masters; Education
Education; USA Swimming
Education; Age Group
Education; International age group
Age Group; Education
Masters, USA Swimming; Education

LEVEL 5 EDUCATION CERTIFIED
COACH

STATE COUNTRY

LEVEL(s)

Sarah Acker
Andreja Andric
Marilyn Andrulis
Joe Antony
Sandy Avery
Mikaela Bagley
Nick Baker
Sam Brooks
Leslie Broussard
Kirsten Buker
Erwin Chan
Brandon Converse
Marianne Cushing
Amanda Forti
Glauco Frizzera

WI

5; 2
4; 5
2; 5
5
5; 2
2; 5
5; 3
5
5; 2
5; 2
5; 2
3; 5
5; 2
5; 2
5; 3; 2

DE
MD
MN
NE
FL
UT
MI
NC
KY
FL

USA
SERBIA
USA
QATAR
USA
USA
USA
USA
UNITED KINGDOM
USA
HONG KONG
USA
USA
USA
USA
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Education; USA Swimming
International Age Group; Education
YMCA; Education
Education and Experience
Education; Age Group
USA Swimming; Education
Education; USA Swimming
Education
Education; International Age Group
Education; USA Swimming
Education; International Age Group
USA-Swimming; Education
Education; Masters Swimming
Education; USA Swimming
Education; Open Water; Age Group

The Education Road
LEVEL 5 EDUCATION CERTIFIED (CONT.)
COACH

STATE COUNTRY

LEVEL(s)

Roman Gorelkov
Beth Grant
Kathleen Haitz
Jane Harper
Tom Harris
Kyle Harris
Sarah Herrington
Jennifer Hill
Katherine Holian
Jim Hull
Kelsey Ida
Patrick Illingworth
Laurie Karr
Mike Kavanaugh
Kristen Lavery
Clinton le Sueur

FL
UT
TX
NC
TX
MT
LA
IN
N
NH
CO

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
SINGAPORE
USA
USA
USA
SOUTH AFRICA

5; 2
5
5; 2
5; 4
3; 5; 2
5; 2
5; 3; 1
2; 5
3; 5
5; 2
5; 2
2; 5
5; 3
5; 4
5; 3
5; 2

Richard McClure
Paul Merritt
Vic Moore
Josh Newman
John Noffsinger
Mike O’Brien
Susan Peters
Gian Polignano
Alasdair Pullan
Erin Rider
Trevor Rill
Jody Riskowski
Alfredo Riullano
Matt Sanspree
Charles Shapiro
Brian Shepherd
Suzie Shepherdson
William Siderys
Alex Silver
Jim Svoboda
Kieren Tay
Michelle Toner
William Waldo

AZ
CA
AR
IL
TN
CT
TX
TN
OR
FL
MD
NE
NY
TX
CT
AZ
UT
IN
CA
TX

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
SINGAPORE
USA
USA

5; 4
5; 3; 2
3; 5
5; 2
5; 2
5; 3; 2
2; 5
5; 3
5; 2
5; 2
5; 2
5; 2; 1
5; 2
5; 4
5; 2
2; 3; 5
5
5; 2
5; 5
5; 5; 3
5; 4
5; 3; 2
2; 5

OH
MI
NJ

MA
GA
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Education; USA Swimming
Education
Education; USA Swimming
Education; Masters
Masters; Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming; disability
Age Group; Education
Age Group; Education
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming, High School
International Age Group; Education
Education; Age Group
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA-S Age Group ; YMCA
Education; International Age Group,
Open Water
Education; NISCA
Education; USA Swimming; Masters
Age Group, NISCA; Education
Education; USA Swimming; disability
Education; USA Swimming; Summer League
Education; High School; USA Swimming
Age Group; Education
Education; USA Swimming; Summer League
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming
Education, NCAA I, Disability
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming
Education; USA Swimming
USA Swimming; Masters; Education
Education
Education; USA Swimming, Age Group
USA Swimming; Education
Education; High School; Age Group
Education; Disability
Education; Masters; USA Swimming
USA Swimming; Education

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
“The coach who can allow
for individual differences,
yet still maintain
discipline, fairness and the
essentials of a great team,
has mastered the art of
coaching.”

Coach Sam Freas
from “Sprinting – A Coaches Challenge”
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THE EDUCATION ROAD
TO LEVELS 3, 4, & 5
First, if you are already certified at Levels 3-4-5 via
your Athlete Achievement, Education and Experience,
nothing changes. No need to do anything!
As of February 1st 2018, ASCA now recognizes Education as its own
Category!
The three legs of the certification stool have always been EDUCATION,
EXPERIENCE, and ACHIEVEMENT. *If you gain a Performance Level 3-4-5
certification, you will receive the traditional ASCA blue and gold certificate.
If you do not yet have an athlete at the required Achievement Level, you
can still have access to Levels 3-4-5. They will be termed:
“Level 3 Education – USA-Swimming” (or whichever level you earn in
whatever category you primarily coach.)
*If you gain Education Level 3-4-5 certification, you will
receive the new ASCA red and gold certificate.

Requirements for Level 3
Education Category:

Requirements for Level 4
Education Category:

Requirements for Level 5
Education Category:

Completion of all Five Required
Education Courses and 3
Continuing Education Courses
of the available list.

Completion of all Five Required
Education Courses and 4
Continuing Education Courses of
the available list.

Completion of all Five Required
Education Courses and 5
Continuing Education Courses
of the available list.

So, no need to wait for an athlete achievement for access to our upper three Certification
Levels. You can access them NOW through meeting the above requirements. This recognizes
that you are highly educated coach and should be rewarded as such.
In this way, while you are still working on your athlete achievement levels, you can be recognized
for your commitment to your profession through your education. Education is one of the tools
on the way to being recognized as a Great Swimming Coach! (Think of it as the brain surgeon
who hasn’t done any operations yet, but has completed the highest level of study required to
begin doing so.)
Remember there is *NO change to the current 32 year system of Achievement-Based Levels
3-4-5. This is an opportunity for many more coaches to be recognized.

AMERICAN SWIMMING
COACHES ASSOCIATION
swimmingcoach.org

*Important information to know.

(954) 563-4930
(800) 356-2722
5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

ASCA CONTINUING
EDUCATION COURSES
Only courses listed; satisfy the ASCA Levels 3-4-5 Education Requirements
1.

Advanced Freestyle

2. Advanced Backstroke
3. Advanced Breaststroke
4

Advanced Butterfly

5. Dryland Training
6. Teaching Age Group Sports Psychology
7. Distance Training (Modules 1-2-3, each module counts as one course.)
8. Coaching 8 and under Swimmers
9. Training Age Group and Masters Swimmers – Maglischo
10. Strength and Flexibility Training for Swimmers – Maglischo
11. Vital Reading for Swimming Coaches
12. Drills and Games – Potts
13. Personal Organization for Coaches – Edson
14. Working Successfully with Swimming Parents – Leonard
15. Nutrition for Swimmers – Maglischo
16. Common Issues and Solutions in Age Group Swimming
17. How to Write Workouts – A Guide for Age Group Coaches – Edson

Tests must be submitted for credit to be earned. Please email tests to certification@swimmingcoach.org
*Not all schools include a test; in this case, a summary of the course must be submitted to gain credits.

For Level 3 Education, all five Required Schools and any three of the above CE Courses.
For Level 4 Education, all five Required Schools and any four of the above CE Courses.
For Level 5 Education, all five Required Schools and any five of the above CE Courses.

ASCA REQUIRED SCHOOLS
All 5 ASCA Schools are required for
3-4-5 Education Certification
1. Level 1 - Foundations of Coaching
2. Level 2 – The Stroke School – The Teaching of Strokes, Starts and Turns.

AMERICAN SWIMMING
COACHES ASSOCIATION

3. Level 3 – The Planning and Execution of Training For Swimmers of All Ages

swimmingcoach.org

4. Level 4– The Leadership School

(954) 563-4930
(800) 356-2722

5. Level 5 – The Administration School for Clubs, High School and College teams.

5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

Considerations for the Olympic Year
Eddie: One thing my team talks a lot about is how they get out into the
world and as they get married and three quarters of their groomsmen
swam with them. Or if somebody gets in trouble, they get 50 texts. Swimming is the greatest sport in the world. Best people in the world do it. How
you do it matters.
They want me to talk about considerations during an Olympic year. It’s
pretty much like every year; we want our swimmers to be the fastest ones.
We want them to go faster. It’s the name of the game. If you look at the
statistics from the last Trials, we had 11% of the women improve from there
entered time. 15% of the men improved. First thought, that’s terrible. But
statistics usually lie, like most car accidents occur within five miles of home.
So does most driving. Most shark attacks occur in three feet of water, so do
most people. Well, those statistics, it’s really bothered me for a long time.
If you think about it, all those kids that made Olympic Trials and just
barely made it and they weren’t the ones that made it easy. Unshaved type
of swimmer, they probably made it on their second swim.
They probably made it in a race that they were a factor in. That’s why when
we have our invite, we have six heats in the finals of the fifty. Five of the
hundreds, two two hundreds, and four of the longer events. I love second
swims. There’s no way to have 12 more heats in each event at Olympic Trials.
But if we did have a second swim for everybody that got there, we would be
30 to 50% on our success rate. Because second swims is where most swimmers live, especially when they are in the evening. Evening swims are really
good. A little bit about this is about getting better. What does it take to get
better?
Someone was just talking to me about a video and I was talking about Will
Licon and he had just gone 1:47 200 yards breaststroke. In that video I said,
‘Now I am going to have to find something different to get Will to go faster.
This is more as swimmers get older as opposed to age groupers. Age groupers get 2 to 5% stronger because they are alive; the strength is the name of
the game. They are getting older and stronger through physical maturation.
Once you get to be around 20, that strength gain drops to about 0 to 1%, so
you’ve got to do something. In other words, if the swimmer was an amoeba,
I tell them sometimes they act like that. If they were, and it’s an organism
and training as a bunch of stimuli, if you stimulate that amoeba, it’s going
to change. After four months, it will not react the same way to the same
stimulus. The amoeba has adjusted, the swimmer has adjusted and gotten
better, so you’ve got to change it. I know there have been questions about,
‘Well, you were so good last year. Why change it?’ They are different. They
are different every six months. I definitely wanted to cover that.
Coaching is staying engaged, talking to them. If they are not doing what
you deem is best for them to do, help them with that. When I go to your
practice, I will look for only two things. Are they streamlining off the wall?
Are they fly kicking off the wall? I don’t mean in breaststroke, but it’s the
name of the game. Butterfly kick is another stroke. It is the second fastest
stroke, make it better. For a number of years we used to do 20 to 32 twenty
fives fly kick in warm up, had to be fast. We didn’t get better, so I changed
that. This past year we went five x 200s fly kick on three minutes. They had
fins on most of the time.
What do fins do as opposed to normal kicking? More resistance at the end
of the legs or the lever. The more resistance you have, the more muscle
fibres that have to contract simultaneously to make that movement. We do
a lot of fly kick against surgical tubing, but we have got a pulley system that
is the hardest and the best thing to do. That doesn’t mean your 12-andunders’ should do it, but if you take one of the best fly kickers, probably in
the world, with Joseph Schooling 400 meters butterfly kick on the board
just in a workout. He can average one elevens. Two summers ago, ten one
hundreds fly kick, long course. The interval was 1:40. I have guys that cannot
go 1:40’s on two minute intervals. He descended five, 1:19 to 1:11 then he

descended five more, 1:19 to 1:02.8. How do I get him to be better?
I have got to increase the resistance. Put him in fins, kicking against with
a pulley system. We have done it with surgical tubing. The mistake I feel
like that has made with surgical tubing is once they get stopped and they
are now tethered swimming, I don’t like tethered swimming. They get out
there, they do three kicks, and they don’t go any further. They stop. You can’t
do that once. Can’t do it once a week. The better you get, the more times
you have got to do it a week for them to get better. This is an easy sport. We
all come here, we tell you what we think works.
You get to figure out what will work for you and go back and do it. If you
do something once a week, 10 and unders, 11 and 12s may get better. Your
best swimmers won’t, you must do it a minimum of two times a week. I tell
my guys twice a week is four times as good as once a week. We do things
three times a week, usually. Fly kick and good freestyle kick, you would think
they go hand in hand. And they do, but it takes more total body strength
to do butterfly kick. Just like it takes more body strength to do freestyle
with a six beat kick than it does to kick on a kickboard. If I were to take this
whole room and you were my swimmers, you all would probably quit in two
weeks. Don’t take that personally, I wouldn’t. But if we were to do five pushups every minute for five minutes for the whole group and do it for three
weeks, some of us would get stronger if that’s all we did. Some of us would
get weaker because they are already at this level. That’s why I individualize
a lot of stuff. You have got people in your group. The good thing about age
group swimming is usually your workouts are set up for your best swimmers. Everybody else gets pulled up there, and mine are set up for what I
think they need at different times of the year. From now until the middle of
November, we will do 10 weeks of aerobic.
I do not have a sprint group. They think they are, but they are not. They are
when we do the Eddie Reese Invite. All my sprinters swim the 300, a 150 and
a 50. If you are going to swim long course, even a hundred meters, you have
got to be good, at bare minimum, in the 200 yards short course. You got to
swim a good 200. You got to be good at the 500. Doesn’t mean you have to
go a good time. You got to train for it. I have got guys who can swim a good
500 without training for it, but they have got to be better. How do you get
strength to get better? It is different. We are in the weight room a lot and
most of your swimmers shouldn’t go in the weight room. If you can’t do 30
or 40 good push-ups in a minute, if you can’t do 12 to 15 dips, 8 to 12 pullups, 80 to 100 sit-ups in two minutes, don’t go in the weight room. You are
not strong enough to go in there.
The weight room is not a panacea. It is a step along the way. You must do
this, this, and this before you should move to here. I am a firm believer in the
process of taking and including all the steps, you can leave out a couple of
steps but that flattens your improvement line out. You can still get to be fast,
but it’s 18 months later than if you just stayed in line. In college swimming,
we finish our season the last weekend in March and we have gone through
two tapers so we are in racing shape, not workout shape. We would not be
that good for workouts at that time. When we are facing Olympic trials, we
have got April, May, and Trials at the end of June.
We do not have enough time. I use the words, get them tired or make them
tired, when they get tired. That’s all that you are telling the body; it hasn’t
done a good enough job. The last two years we have lost eight dual meets,
five two years ago. We won the NCAA two years ago, three this past year.
Maybe we should have lost the other two. We ended up second.
But the consideration I make, I think from September to the middle of January, I have got to do my work with my team to get them ready for the
summer. We don’t start right back after the NCAA. They have Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday off. We start back Wednesday and I’m not one of these
that starts back with 7,000. Start back with 4,000. I always work into things
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gradually. I have found that if you work into them real fast, you live off fear.
If you go gradually, you’ll level off at a higher workout level. I don’t believe
in that. Eight weeks cause we’re not working hard until the end of April and
we have got four more weeks and we are resting. We have got a meet three
weeks before Trials. I don’t want to tell you this, but this is shows you how
good I am at the sport or how good I’m not at this sport. I rest for the meet
three weeks out before Trials trying to get it right. Because I know I never
get the first rest right.
That’s why I am glad we have got a conference meet three and a half weeks
before NCAA. We go through that meet. Do they go as fast as I think they
should have gone? Did they look good doing it? How are they finishing?
Then I can tell if they are rested or not. If they are not rested, then we have
got to do like a three day cycle, an easy day, an aerobic day, an anaerobic day. If they’re rested, then we do something different, but you haven’t
got time in three weeks to get them tired and rest them. Everybody on my
team’s different. A lot of it has to do with their wiring or their neuromuscular
system. How fast are they? How big are their muscle? Guys who are bigger
and stronger, can rest more. I also tell them because they have got bigger
muscles, they need to train more. They have got more to get in shape. They
haven’t accepted that yet.

It was either a guy named John MacDonald or Alistair MacLean that made
that quote. If you look in the front of fiction books, there will be a quote that
is always significant. In that, they were talking about how when you die you
can’t take anything with you. These guys came up with a better answerwhat you’ve given others is far more important than what you take with
you. Teachers, coaches, doctors: we are in the ideal position to influence
people and to do it the right way. The hardest thing to do is to take yourself
out of the equation. In other words, have you ever had a swimmer have a
bad race? Okay. We all have. Most of the time, the swimmer knows.
What did you say when they do that? I have talked to parents about what
they say. They can’t say, ‘That’s all right.’ It is not all right. And you can’t say,
‘That’s all right.’ Simple thing,s and we are smarter than they are, so we can
figure it out. ‘That’s not like you. Let’s try to figure out what went wrong.’
There are just some simple things we can say instead of letting our anger
or our embarrassment handle the heat of the moment. If I get a problem
thrown to me during a practice, I tell him I’ll need time to think about this. If
it’s one that can wait, I’ll say, “Let me work on it overnight,” and I don’t sleep.
I don’t sleep normally when I don’t have problems. But you’re in an amazing
position every day. Value every day. Value everybody. Any questions?
[Audience Question]

What we do in the fall is important for us. Doesn’t mean we don’t work April
and May, but what we do in the fall sees us through the summer and the
end of June. Trials are everything-- every swimmer you have got knows
about the Olympics. Every four years we are the glamour sport. I really believe it’s getting better. Thanks to Michael Phelps. He has made us more attractive. The athletes we are getting in our sport, are great. I mean, we’re recruiting guys that were sophomores last year. It’s a new NCAA rule. They are
unbelievably fast. I don’t know how they do it. 6’2”, 160, and they break 21
for 50 fly and 50 back. Everybody goes 19 now, it’s phenomenal. But take my
team, my freshman class last year. 7 feet tall, 6’8”, 6’7”, 6’6”, four other guys
between 6’3 and 6’5 doesn’t mean that’s all. I’ve got shorter guys than that,
but we’re getting better athletes in our sport and they are all real strong.
I am always asked about long course training. In 1998 you can identify with
that a little better. We are doing six long course workouts week, three short
course in the summer. I had three guys that were like 1:53 200 meters free,
which wasn’t slow back then. They worked hard and they should have been
better. I called my brother and I said, “Totally off about these guys, what they
could do and how hard they work.” He said, “How many long course work
outs are you going ?’’ I said, “Six and three.’’ He said, “Change it. Change it to
three and six.’’ I did two years later, and I do not know if that was the reason,
but I think so. Two years later they all went 1:48. All three of them made
the Olympic team. I have never been hung up. I know Roque Santos, Mike
Behrman, neither of those guys out of that group training out of Virginia
went long course.
I know when Michael Phelps was younger and training in Baltimore, I went
up to visit one time and that pool is four lanes short course, four lanes long
course. The only thing separating them is the lane line. He never moved out
of short course. But if your swimmers like long course, and I got a bunch of
them that do, you got to do it. Last year we probably did not do enough
days long course during the college year to matter. This year, when we officially start middle of September we will go two days long course. If you
come twice a day, those days- I’m hoping Tuesday and Thursday- we will go
long course those days. But if you look at a short course practice, if brainwave patterns matter and speed of stroke matters in a short course pool,
the stroke rates throughout the whole practice are faster than they are long
course.
I will use the word considerably because I don’t remember the numbers. I
have done it two separate weeks watching this stuff. I know long course, if
all you do is long course swimming as a short course meet approaches, the
tough part is holding your breath because of all the turns. I am a firm believer in what Dave quoted out of the back of my book. I can’t give credit to
whoever made that quote, but I read a lot of books. They are all fiction. They
are all escape. I tell my wife, I deal with reality every practice and in between,
so I don’t need the ‘how- to’ books.

Eddie: His question has to do with relays at the NCAA. Usually I take them
someplace for about five minutes, have them lay down, put their feet up on
the wall because the meet’s usually exciting. Most swimmers are not seated
very much. They are either racing, warming down, warming up or standing
up and I just talk to them. I am one of these guys; I don’t have to tell them
to go hard. They know what the situation is. They are going to go hard with
whatever they do. When in a tough race, when you get tired, when you get
scared, you revert to the oldest habit. That’s why we are working on strokes
and starts and turns. Now we’ll take 20 minutes, two days a week, to work
on it because I have got habits to change. I have got a dog that loves to
swim. I love to throw a toy in the pool next to the wall because her two hand
turn is better than most of my butterflyers, and I send it to him. They are not
going to get it on their own. I don’t mind losing races, but I don’t want it to
be because they didn’t do the breakout right or because they didn’t finish
well.
There’s a video of the 800 free relay in 1984. My teams have seen it more
than any video anywhere. Bruce Hayes is anchoring against a giant from
West Germany and Bruce is swimming. Luckily the other guy over swam the
first half of the race or we’d have been in trouble, but Bruce was the leading by about a half body length and he’s swimming in and he comes to the
finish and does that. West German guy does that instead of winning by this
much; we won by that much. How many of your swimmers finish that way?
This is a greater distance. Just keep swimming to the wall. Don’t do that. I
am not a straight arm person either. You don’t need to hear that lecture. So I
just keep it light. When they get up on the block, they know what to do and
that’s why we run practices. I don’t like to give up workouts to do that, but
it’s worth it. I had a guy went the hundred freestyle one year at NCAAs. 6feet
tall, maybe 6’1. Those guys usually don’t final in the a hundred free. He did
five kicks off the start and off each wall and he was a pretty good fly kicker.
First three strokes off the start and every turn, no breath. Why would you do
that? You’re faster when you don’t breathe. When Joseph Schooling went
from 51.8 to 50.3 in Rio two years later, it was mainly because he was breathing one up, one down in the butterfly. Michael Phelps could breathe every
stroke. I asked my swimmers, ‘How many of you, if you raced the 25, would
not breathe?’ Everybody. Why? They’re faster if they don’t breathe. You have
got to find a happy medium. Breath holding is another lecture. It’s a scary
topic. I asked my guys to work on breath holding in a chair in front of TV.
Don’t want them to do it in the water. If they want to swim on the surface or
underwater with no breath, the only person they ask is me or my assistant
to watch them. Nobody else can watch them do that because we will not
get distracted. I have had people pass out. I have jumped in. One time they
said, I jumped all the way over the first lane line and that’s a lie. I have never
been able to jump like that. We are in the greatest sport in the world. It is
difficult. I have been doing this a long time. I am still trying to get it right,
so any way I can help, any time- just let me know. Thank you very much.
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Powerfully Smooth

Since 1972 Sentry Pools has built thousands of
commercial and residential pools around the
world. Now, made with the finest craftsmanship
and attention to detail, Sentry brings you one
of the most unique swimming experiences
on the planet — the perfect flow pool. It’s
unparalleled drive system allows it to run at
slow trickle speeds and also as fast as the most
elite swimmer — all at an affordable price.

Unique design and operational features:

Sentry

Vs

Competitor

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
“The Point is to Put into
Action that which you
believe in. Words alone
are not enough”.
Jorge Ramos

Jorge Ramos is a Mexican-born
American journalist and author.
Regarded as the best-known
Spanish-language news anchor
in the United States of America.
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
“NO is the strongest word…”

Oriana Fallaci
was an Italian journalist, author,
and political interviewer.
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Veteran Swimmer, Official Talks Swimmer Safety

SS: You’ve talked before about swimmer safety. How big a concern is
keeping swimmers safe for officials and coaches?
It’s a top priority for everyone now, no doubt about it. Concussion awareness
has spread rapidly through every sport and it is time swimming does the same.
Think about this: no other sport is like swimming. Nothing else requires you to
go as fast as you can toward a cement wall with no head protection.
I personally have seen countless head strikes, collisions with the wall – particularly from backstroke finishes – and accidental swimmer collisions. I’ve seen
blood trails in the water at busy meet warm ups, where another teammate
kicks or elbows a swimmer in the head or face. In outdoor pools it’s an even
bigger concern, where the sun and wind blowing the flags are very real factors
for disorienting even experienced swimmers..
SS: What can be done to improve head safety?

SwimSwam sat down with Bill Stephan, lifelong swimmer and veteran swim
meet official to hear first-hand what he and his peers are seeing when it comes
to competition and swimmer head safety.
SS: Some people, Bill, have said you were born into the sport of
swimming. Would you say that’s true?
Oh, absolutely. I grew up in Kentucky in a swim family. There were five of us, all
on the swim team. For my parents who both worked, the pool was also like day
care. We’d go to practice in the mornings and spend afternoons hanging out.
We also moved a lot while I was growing up. I attended maybe fifteen different
schools, but always found a close, welcoming community on the swim team
at every new pool, with my younger brother by my side. I’ve been involved in
the sport as a swimmer, a coach at one point, and now an official at the local,
regional and national levels. It’s a lifelong passion.
SS: Why did you decide to become and official and what’s life like for the
men and women in the white shirts?
When my seventh grader announced he wanted to join the swim team,
after being involved in other school sports, I was delighted. It’s my sport and
I understand it. But after spending a few months as a spectator in the stands,
I knew I wanted to be more involved. I wanted to be on the pool deck at his
swim meets in the center of the action. I love it, but it’s a lot of hard work,
requires a great deal of preparation and can be quite intense. At any meet from
age group novice to national level, officials are exceptionally busy and carry
great responsibility. We’re meeting with coaches, making preparations for the
meet, dealing with paperwork for the competition in real time, starting races
and making split second calls – and all the while ensuring everything is done
in compliance with USA Swimming regulations. It’s stressful but incredibly
rewarding. I’ve seen swimmers start from an early age and grow up on the pool
deck before they head for college competition.

Firstly, it’s critical to protect swimmers, particularly age group athletes. Their
brains are still developing and growing, so kids can be particularly susceptible
to head injury in environments where collisions most commonly occur.
Despite our best efforts, it’s difficult for officials and coaches to see
everything going on in the water across eight busy lanes of 250 or so athletes.
During warm ups when accidents can occur, officials are required to meet with
coaches and lane timers about the running of the meet, so supervision of
swimmers could be limited. There has been discussion about certifying meet
Marshalls and other volunteers in swimmer safety, but these kinds of initiatives
take time to implement across thousands of pools nationally. USA Swimming
now requires CPT (Concussion Protocol Training), which points to the
growing need for head protection in the pool. All states now require officials,
coaches and poolside volunteers to test out for CPT and parents are required to
sign an annual release form acknowledging the risks associated with
swimming –just like every other youth sport. In the meantime, we really need
to protect swimmers in the water.
SS: You’re talking about the Hammer Head® Swim Cap, the only
protective swim cap?
Yes. I became aware of the Hammer Head® swim cap over two years ago and
have had an opportunity to see it, try it and test it. I’ve shown it to fellow
officials and they really believe it can help protect swimmers at all ages and
skill levels. This cap includes a layer of patented honeycomb material inside
that is designed to absorb and dissipate the shock of impact when accidental
and repetitive collisions occur. The really interesting thing about our sport
adopting this is not asking athletes to do anything they’re not already doing.
Every swimmer already wears a cap. No behavioral or regulatory change is
needed and every swimmer will be protected. In addition to the safety
element, this cap has a wrinkle-free fit for maximum comfort and zero
drag plus the single compression molded cap and premium silicone offers
durability that is designed to outlast other caps. It’s an easy win for the sport.
Decades ago swimmers swam without goggles. That seems insane now. I think
the Hammer Head cap is going to really change our sport for the better.

About Bill Stephan

About Hammer Head® Swim Caps

Bill Stephan is a lifelong competitive swimmer, former coach and veteran official
of hundreds of competitive swim meets. He is NCAA certified and has USA
Swimming – N2 national certification for stroke & turn, starter and deck referee
and just completed the N3 certification to officiate at the highest levels of
competition.

Hammer Head® Swim Caps is a patented and trademarked product of Mako
International LLC, co-founded by David Burns, a 20-year swim coach and swim
school owner, and Theresa Finn, a swim mom, sports brand marketing and
business development executive. The Hammer Head is the world’s only protective swim cap and has been endorsed by Olympians Rowdy Gaines and Josh
Davis, ASCA (American Swimming Coaches Association) and USA Synchro.
It incorporates patented HIT Honeycomb Impact Technology® designed to
reduce injuries from unexpected head strikes with other swimmers or the pool
wall. In addition TEKFIT® wrinkle-free surface gives racers a cap that is both
comfortable and fast. It also gives parents a cap with greater value, built with
durability to outlast other caps. Practice in it. Compete in it. Win in it.
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Teaching Racing Skills to Young Swimmers
by Michael Brooks
Chad Onken: Welcome everyone. We have a very exceptional speaker here.
My name is Chad Onken and I am on the ASCA Board of Directors. It is my
distinct honor and pleasure to introduce one of the smartest people I have
ever met, Michael Brooks.
Michael: Thank you. Okay, first a lot of people have been wondering, ‘whatever happened to that Brooks guy? He was at York and then he just kind of
disappeared for a while’. Well, as Mark Twain said, the reports of my swimming demise are greatly exaggerated and I am still around. I have taken root
in Weymouth, Massachusetts which is about 15 miles south of Boston on
the south shore, and having a wonderful time there.
Today we are talking about teaching racing skills to age groupers. All of us
are coaches so we have all been to meets and we know what it feels like
when we watch a kid have an amazing race, a breakthrough race; there’s
such joy. There’s such joy in our swimmers in his or her teammates. It’s one
of the best feelings in the whole world. Everyone here has watched swims
which are just unspeakably terrible. Those are really frustrating and disappointing and depressing, almost nothing worse.
Then, of course, the swims which are just okay because you’ve seen the
same swim from the same swimmer every single meet for seasons and
years; they are just sort of boring. Well it isn’t really clear that those moments of joy outweigh all the rest in the normal course of things. I don’t like
to be on an emotional rollercoaster at a meet, I want to be in a good mood
as much as possible and I want my swimmers in a good mood as much as
possible.
When they are swimming fast and swimming well, they are going to be in a
good mood. They are going to be confident. What I want is to try to figure
out how to get my swimmers as consistent as possible when they race in
a meet. Now, for this talk, I am going to be throwing out a lot of information and a lot of lists. It may seem a little bit more overwhelming than it
really is to the swimmers because when I am working with my swimmers
we are doing it piece by piece, step by step, and then making sure we work
through each step until it becomes second nature. Then we make it a little
more complicated.
I don’t throw out all this stuff to my swimmers in a 45 minute talk and then
assume that we’re good to go. It also might seem a little more authoritarian and constrictive than it really is in practice as well, because I know that
individuals are different and I know that routines and even rules need to be
tailored to the individual and then the particular situation. So that said, I
have a lot to cover. Just as a brief overview, I approach racing from a number
of different vantages.
First we are going to talk about racing tactics, just having clear intentions
and a detailed plan for a successful race. Then I will talk about visualization
and planning, it’s about rehearsing success. Then what I call meet management, which is establishing behaviors and routines at a swim meet for more
consistency. Then rules for racing, which is about establishing expectations
for the swimmers. Then training to race, which is rehearsing success, part
two.
Then finally, at the very end, a little bit about psychology and self image. It’s
not as easy as it seems. The gist of the entire talk in one sentence is, this stuff
can be taught and it needs to be. So with that, we will jump right in to racing
tactics. Now when I go through this with my swimmers, I have essentially a
big sheet which has racing tactics for each race. So 100 freestyle, 200 free,
400 up, butterflies with backstrokes, they are all slightly different. Today I am
just going to talk about the more general ideas for when they are putting
together their tactics.
Again, these are general. They are not specific to any particular race. First is,

I want them to be intelligently aggressive. That’s a very different thing from
being foolish. In other words, it doesn’t mean going as fast as you can and
no breathing in the first 50 of the 400 freestyle. You see that kind of stuff
all the time. I want kids to go out fast, but I want them to do it intelligently,
which means as easy as possible. They need to be out fast enough, though,
so they have a chance to really do something good.
If a swimmer is trying to go under a minute and they go out under 30.5 well,
I know the end of this story and it’s not a good one. We need to be out fast
enough so we give ourselves a chance to meet our goals. Second is to make
a move in the third quarter. Almost everybody slows down on the third 50
of every 200 or the third 25 of every 100. It’s nine out of 10 kids are going to
do that. If you are the one who does the opposite and is strong when other
people are weak, then usually you can take over a race in the course of five
seconds.
I want kids to make a move in the third quarter. Third: walls, walls, walls.
Speed in equals speed out, no messing around. Walls are not a place to take
a break; they are a place to get an advantage. Really, that’s as much an attitude as it is a technique. It’s just teaching them about the value of walls.
Number four: manage breathing patterns. I mentioned the kids who go out
no breath the first 50 of a 400.
Well, it’s pretty common that the first 25 is badly swam almost all the time
because the kids feel really fresh. They feel great, so they just put their head
down and go. What I want is for them to breathe a lot more at the beginning
so that they are in a state with a quarter of the race to go that they can put
their head down the last quarter. Breathe more when it’s going to cost you
less and breathe less when breathing more costs you more. When you are
really hurting and your technique is starting to fall apart, if you add to that
breathing a lot, your speed just dies. So, manage breathing patterns.
Number five is fight fatigue with focus. Again, it’s the last third of a race
where technique tends to fall apart. That is when you need to have practiced it enough in daily workouts so that you know what is likely to happen
because strokes fall apart in very individual ways. They have particular weak
links and those are the things that you need to be thinking about and counteracting when you are coming home in a race. Otherwise it goes south fast.
Number six is win the close races and if a race is close, then you do whatever
it takes to get your hand on the wall. And I, just watching Dressel race and
seeing him take his last breath 15 to 20 meters out and going all out for the
wall and winning races because of that, that’s the best argument for what I
want from my swimmers. You do what you need to do and it doesn’t matter
if it hurts, it doesn’t matter if it’s uncomfortable.
Number seven: be strong when others are weak. I mentioned the third 50
of 200s but you can also look at just about any 400 IM. The last 20 meters
of butterfly they are usually struggling. And because of that, at least the
first 50 and sometimes the first 75 of the backstroke leg is struggling to get
a rhythm. If you swim a 400 IM intelligently, smooth the first 50 butterfly,
then strong the second 50, so that you are building momentum into that
backstroke, you can jump into your backstroke rhythm immediately. Then,
you are golden.
You want to be strong when other people are weak. Number eight: again,
generally save your legs for the last half. We have all seen where kids are just
blasting on their legs going out and then the last half of the race; it looks
like they have no legs. They never break the surface, they are gone. I like kids
to, obviously they’re still going to kick, but I don’t want them to focus on it
going out. I do want them to focus on it, especially coming off the halfway
mark, and then coming off the three quarters wall.
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Number nine: which I stole from the running coach Jack Daniels, the physiologist and running coach said something like, ‘you swim the first quarter of
the race with your brains, the middle half of the race with your training, and
the last quarter of the race with your guts.’ I think that’s pretty smart. The first
quarter it is about calming yourself down, the middle it is as fast as you can
maintain based on what you have done in practice and the last quarter is
just all bets are off. Get your hand on the wall as fast as you can.
First brains, then training, then guts. Number 10 is aim for consistency rather
than those wild swings from fool to hero. Kids who go out crazy fast and
then limp home, it’s not heroic. Likewise when they in- say a 400 freestyle,
they are 50 meters behind at the 350 and then sprint crazy fast coming
home, well it looks great, but everyone else is already done. You have to be
in the race. I would much rather see consistency.
Oh, another really common practice with underwater travels, you will see
someone diving in going 12 under waters and then the next wall at six, and
then it’s three and then it’s one and then at zero, zero, zero for the rest of
the way. If they even get to the five yard or five meter mark before they start
stroking, it’s a miracle. Well, that’s just foolish. I would rather see someone
do only a measly four dolphins, but if they do it every single time, great!
Because four are probably going to be done well.
The 12 might be done well, and after that it’s anybody’s guess and it’s, it just
isn’t advantageous. I’d rather see consistency for a whole race over amazing
and terrible all in the same race. And next, in practice, you earn the right to
be good in meets. It is extraordinary to me how many kids think that they
can do terrible walls every single day, every single set, every single repeat
and practice, and then somehow expect that they are going to have Phelps
walls when they get to a meet. It isn’t going to happen.
Or they think they’re going to be able to maintain a really good six beat
kick for an entire race when they haven’t six beat kicked despite my remonstrances 49 times a day. If you want to do something well and if you want to
have a skill that’s actually in your arsenal, you’ve got to earn the right to do
that by doing it every single day. I am probably much more a practice coach
than I am a meet coach because to my mind that’s where things happen.
That’s where you build habits. And if you build those correctly, then really
nice things happen in meets.
Next number 12, when you’re planning your races and when you’re swimming them as well, I think it’s best to focus on technique. Focus your technique on feel early in the race and on very specific cues at the end of the
race. If you are thinking too much at the beginning, it just gets in the way
of doing things right. I like to have kids focus on feel. For instance, long,
smooth, relaxed, easy, that sort of feel word. And then coming home, that’s
where they’re focused on very particular things.
If one swimmer knows that he needs to get on the legs out the back of the
stroke on butterfly in order to finish the 200 fly strong, then that’s what I
want him thinking about. ‘Legs out the back,’ over and over out loud to himself while he’s swimming. At the beginning it’s feel, so that thinking doesn’t
get in the way and at the end it’s thinking and focusing on very particular
things. Obviously what they say to themselves varies from swimmer to
swimmer and from race to race.
Then last, number 13 is intelligent allocation of resources. In other words,
smart pacing. Ideally, I want to see essentially an even paced race. I don’t
want to see the front way too fast and then just fall off a cliff. I don’t want to
see the front too slow and then, ‘I am trying to be heroic,’ when it’s too late.
Ideally it’s about even splitting. Obviously the first 50 is going to be a little
faster because you have got the dive.
But other than that, it should be pretty even and a little bit faster at the end
when you just cook yourself. I came out with this little list of fades. I call them
fades. So for instance, in freestyle, your first 50 is going to be about one
and a half to two seconds faster than your second one. Let’s just say this is
100. In breaststroke, it’s going to be bigger, three and a half to four maybe.
Backstrokes smaller, one to one and a half. If they are inside that cone, that

means they are essentially swimming an even paced race. That’s our goal. If
their fade is much bigger than that, that means they went out too fast, faster
than they can maintain.
If too small, which is fairly rare, then we need to put a little more heat on the
first 50. So just getting them to think about allocating their resources, their
energy, so we can swim approximately evenly. All right, the next part of the
talk is about visualization and planning or rehearsing success. Here, I am
going to talk about goal sheets. For me, a goal sheet is not just one piece of
paper that has 200 free, 1:46 flat, 200 fly, 1:56, 400 IM, 4:22.3. It’s not that, it’s
a piece of paper for each race, where they have broken the race down into
segments. This first one’s a 200 so each segment is 50.
For each segment, they have got a time split, a technique focus, an intensity focus and mood words or cues. This is from one of my swimmers who
was pretty amazing when I coached her in club and is now an outstanding
young lady and really fast. This was before the YMCA Nationals. This first one
is the 200 butterfly and you can see technique focus: relax the stroke, long,
powerful, head down, build the first 50, don’t overdo it. Mood words: long,
powerful, relaxed, focus, control; basically just calm down.
You do not want the first 50 to cost you the race. Segment two: second 50.
28 mid, keep the head under control. Control the breathing. Really drive forward, smooth, efficient. Keep the rhythm, keep the speed, feel the stroke.
Again, picking it up a little bit, but still keeping everything under control.
Third 50: 29 mid, control the head, explode to the back, get on the legs and
four beat kick each stroke. Really, really focus on the kick to help. Crucial
part of the race, keep the speed going. Really pick up this 50’s speed, speed,
speed.
Last 50: 29 flat. Keep stroke perfect, control head breathing, and control the
four beat kick. Go for it! Sprint the last 25; it needs to be everything you
have. Kick, go everything powerful. Strength, that’s pretty good. There’s a lot
of stuff in there. The next one is a 400 IM, and here obviously you are going
to see a lot more particular tech points for each stroke. I wish there was a
way to get the entire thing in one, but if anyone wants to take pictures of, do
it half and half. There’s the first half.
I think that’s the first 200 and then here’s the second 200. She didn’t quite
make those goals, but she was pretty close. Anyway, that’s a goal sheet and
there’s a lot of information on there. I like the kids to use these goal sheets
essentially as scripts when they visualize their races. We will have kids visualize races before each meet and then pretty much every day the last few
weeks of the season going into championship meets. We will use these
goal sheets as the main raw materials or resource when they are doing their
visualizations.
It’s also interesting that the same race is going to look and sound a little
bit different as they go through a season and as they get faster, and their
particular problems or challenges change. Usually it gets a little bit more
detailed like these were as they get into the championship season. I think it’s
also really important, especially heading into championship meets that you
try and head a lot of problems off at the pass. When you are doing visualizations or when you are just thinking through a meet, what are the things that
could go wrong?
What am I going to do if the air quality is terrible? What am I going to do if
the warm-up pool is crazy crowded and I don’t get the kind of warm up I
want? How am I going to handle that? What am I going to do if my goggles
break? What am I going to do if my cap breaks? There are a lot of things that
can go wrong and a lot of things that have and do go wrong. So to a large
extent, you have in your head already a list of things that could ruffle you.
One of the things I should have mentioned a second ago is what if the person in the heat right before you breaks the record in prelims?
We have had that happen several times at Y Nationals, where we have had a
girl who was the top seed, which meant last heat, middle of the pool and the
heat right before somebody breaks their record. What is that going to do to
your head? Are you going to be able to stay in your own lane and go out and
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swim your race? Or are you going to let yourself get rattled? There are a lot
of different things that can happen that have rattled people and they need
to be honest about it and think, ‘Okay, these are the things that really bothered me in the past. If they happen now, how am I going to deal with that?’
It is really important to get kids mentally prepared and in some cases, physically prepared with extra goggles, extra cap, et cetera with them to the
blocks, but just being prepared for the things that could happen. Way too
many kids expect that when they get to the championship meet, everything’s going to be perfect. ‘If only I get to Nationals, then everything’s going to be perfect. When I make it to Trials, everything’s going to be perfect.``
Well, it never is, and usually it’s more screwed up the higher you get. Having
kids be in a habit of learning how to deal with these little weird things that
happen is really important because if you get taken off your game, there
goes the season. Prepare for it.
We went through some goals sheets. Next, I want to talk about meet management. The challenge here is that although it doesn’t always seem like it
to us as coaches on the deck, it is really hard to get up and race your best
over and over and over several days in a row. That is really hard to be better than you’ve ever been before every time. When I was at the Y, one day I
came into practice and put a big 18 and a circle around it on the whiteboard
and I just left it there for a couple of days.
The first day, no one really mentioned it. Second day, it was like, ‘What is
the 18 up there for? That doesn’t make any sense.’ Third day, everyone was
bugging me, “What does 18 mean?” I said, ‘Well, assuming you make it back
every single time and assuming you are on the relays, over a four a half day
meet- the YMCA Nationals in this case- you need to be ready to go a best
time, 18 times. It is how many races you are going to have. That means you
need to prepare yourself to be good 18 times over the course of four and a
half days. That’s really hard.
Sessions are long, they are crowded. The warm up pool is crowded. The air
quality can be terrible. If you are in Arizona, it’s 115 degrees on the pool
deck, but it’s a dry heat so it doesn’t matter. It can be raining for four days if
you are at Far Westerns in the spring. You never know what’s going to happen, but you still want to be able and should be expecting yourself to swim
well every single time. Also, are you remembering to eat and drink? Are you
warming up and down appropriately?
Are you talking to your coach before and after so you get some feedback
and you get some positive words beforehand? How are you paying attention to what you are swimming so you know that you have the 200 fly in 37
minutes, and that you have got the 200 back 12 minutes after that? How
are you going to deal with that? There’s a lot that kids need to be able to do
and conditions that they need to be able to tolerate in order to swim well at
a big meet. Oh yeah, it’s a big meet, pressure. Have to swim to some fast or
you don’t make it back. Teammates are counting on you.
If I don’t swim really well, I won’t get a college scholarship and I will be a
loser. There are a lot of things going on in kids’ heads and we’ve, we need to
be able to take as much of that out of it as possible so that they can really
focus on the racing. So I call this meet management. The aim is to create
consistently good performances by practicing and making a habitual routine for what they do at a swim meet. And I want to read this word for word.
So I wrote this a number of years ago and strangely because I tweak a lot, I
still like it all.
So simply: meet management is planning ahead, creating a mental and
physical routine for consistent peak performance that is practiced at every
meet before and after every swim, making every decision during a meet
based on what is going to help you race your best. Maximizing the recovery
after each race so as to prepare optimally for the next one. It means making
good choices about how to act at a meet. When you practice this and you
get pretty good at it, suddenly you’re doing all of these things without the
anxiety that’s usually produced.

I am sure you all have it where kids will come up to you, when do I get in?
When do I warm up? What should I do for warm up? When they should have
gotten in 15 minutes ago because they’re supposed to race in four minutes
and it’s a little late now and they’re all in a frazzle. It’s like I want them to
know how to do this so that they’re calm as cucumbers the whole time and
they can just get down to focusing on swimming really fast. Also, as they get
more consistent in their racing, coaches can actually interpret the results of
a meet.
I am really frustrated and confused when I see huge roller coaster swings
because I don’t know how to interpret that. Other than that, We will here
they really cared, here they didn’t, this one didn’t warm up at all, whatever.
But I want to know the results of my training program so I know what to
tweak for the next one. And if performances are all over the place, you never
have any idea of how to interpret what you see because there are no real
patterns. But when people are more consistent, then you can see, we’re not
coming home strong enough or whatever.
So they create patterns, which then means we can interpret results and
tweak our programs. And with the different things I am about to say we
use the early season meets as rehearsals so that by the time kids get to the
championship meet, they know how to do this stuff and they don’t need to
ask me anything. Seconds, we have our older kids help our younger kids.
So when a 10 year old comes up to me and says, “When do I warm up?” I’ll
say, “Emily over here, please help Zachary figure out when to warm up.” So
they’ll take a heat sheet and they’ll work on it. Work backwards from your
event.
And okay, you want to get in and heat seven of the girls 50 backstroke, easy
so I don’t have to spend my time at a meet answering all these questions.
The older kids are teaching the younger ones how to do it. That also helps
build some nice strong bonds between the older and the younger kids. We
will also take a practice, sometimes an entire practice and treat it as if it’s a
session at a meet. We will do a meet warm up. Then We will do a little set,
which will essentially be a broken race and then We will warm down as if we
just swam that race.
Then I’ll tell them, okay, the next race we’re going to do is a 200 backstroke,
so warm up and then We will do a little rehearsal, swim, broken set, whatever, of the 200 backstroke, and then We will warm down. We will just do that
for an entire practice so that they get practice warming down, warming up,
and knowing the difference between a 200 breaststroke pre-race warm up
and a 400 IM pre-race warm up. All of those questions that you usually get
at meets? We try to take care of those beforehand in our preparation so that
when we get to a meet, we do not have to worry about it. We know what to
do. We can focus on being fast.
The process and the parts of meet management: I will run through them
pretty quick. Book-ends: you do not self taper by skipping practice the day
before a meet. I take the meet into consideration, and consider the calm before the storm. Extra sleep and adequate fueling going into the meet are a
must. Before a meet, take the heat sheet and the timeline in hand and think
about the big picture of your session. This is really important. I want them
to know exactly what they are swimming and how much time they have in
between events.
It happens all the time that somebody will be taken by surprise. Like, ‘Oh my
God, I only have 10 minutes between these two swims, what do I do? What
do I do?’ Well, if you had known that you only had 10 minutes before the
session even started because you looked at the timeline and you looked at
the heat sheet, then you would have been able to think about all this ahead
of time, and you would know exactly what to do. You would know what the
challenge was ahead of you. You could wrap your head around the reality of
the situation and you would be much more likely to go in there and swim
twice really well as opposed to the usual.
The first one might be good, but the second one, no chance in hell because
they weren’t ready for it at all. They need to learn how to use a heat sheet.
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That heat sheet needs to be their best friend. They need to know what they
are doing and need to know how much time in between. They need to think
through everything, plan out what they are going to do, when they’re going
to eat, when they’re going to drink, how much time they have, when they’re
getting in for warm-up, and all that fun stuff. Again, this is where it sounds
like Michael is an authoritarian.
Well to some extent I might be, but it varies a little bit from one swimmer to
another. I will talk about that in a second. But it helps to have a plan, and a
10 year old isn’t coming up with a good plan. I have seen just about every
mistake that’s out there. I know how to head most of them off. By coming up
with a good routine, the problems don’t even happen because kids know
what they are doing. Before each race, I like kids to have a pre-race ritual.
They don’t have to slap their hands like Michael Phelps, but they need to
do something and it’s got to be a pre-race ritual that helps them go faster.
A coke and a bag of skittles may be a good pre-race ritual, but it’s not going to help you. We want something that’s going to be beneficial. We want
them talking to me or one of our other coaches before every single race,
and I want them warming up well. Now there’s a whole routine on how we
warm up and what we do, I won’t go into that. After races, I want them talking to a coach again because feedback helps. We have what’s called a two
minute drill, is that they have two minutes from the time they are done and
they get out of the pool, to being in the pool warming down.
The first thing they do is not text mom. It’s come talk to me. I will very quickly debrief them and then I’ll send them to the warm-up pool. I think that the
faster they can get into the warm-up pool, the more beneficial that warm
down is going to be. I like them quick and they don’t stop and talk to all
of their friends. They don’t count for seven heats of five hundreds; they go
straight to me. They go straight to the warm down pool and they worry
about all the other stuff after that. Between races obviously relax and recover, but then you want to cheer for your teammates also. That’s important. It
is a team sport.
Somehow or another, you come up with that balance of staying off your
feet and yet still being a really good teammate. Part of that probably depends on when you are swimming next or if you’re done. But also, they need
to figure out when to eat and drink and how to do that appropriately, what
they’re going to eat, how much, and when they are going to do it. We do
have some special considerations. Those are basically for every single meet,
but certain times you get thrown curve balls. For instance, prelims and finals
meets, they are really hard.
Especially if you’ve been to those meets where the prelims doesn’t end until
a half hour before the warm-up start for finals or some something awful
like that. Unfortunately, they are becoming more common I think, than less.
Despite this four hour rule, that’s really hard to do. The kids need to realize
that stresses are cumulative. So if you think it’s bad the first day, just wait.
If you have been a dummy for four days, your last day you’re going to be
running on fumes.
So even though they may feel really good during the first session of a long
meet, I am still adamant that they need to make really good decisions from
the very beginning because if they don’t, by the third day or by the fourth
day, they’re done. I had a boy in Phoenix, and I didn’t know this until afterwards, but essentially for four days of the age group state meet, he didn’t
drink because he thought it would weigh him down and he wouldn’t swim
very fast. Well, he didn’t swim very fast after the first day, but it wasn’t because of too much water.
You have got to monitor them and you have got to teach these kids how to
deal with a lot of stress spread out over a long time. I mentioned no warm
down pool. Ideally there would be a wonderful warm down pool with no
one in it, but that isn’t going to happen. A really crowded pool, what do you
do? No warm up pool at all? What do you do? We get kids thinking about
this stuff and practicing this stuff a lot. When we go to an early season meet
where there’s no warm-up pool, I am very adamant that we are going to still

warm down and warm up to get ready for these races.
Just because there’s no warm up pool doesn’t mean that this is a throwaway
meet and you don’t have to expect yourself to swim fast. You need to learn
how to deal with it because you are going to be at a big meet where it’s less
than stellar and learn how to deal with it. If you learn to deal with it in small
situations, when you get to a big one, the situation is normal. More stress or
worse conditions, championship meets or weather or bad air or whatever,
meet management becomes more important. The more stressful, the worse
the conditions.
So again, teaching them first how to make good decisions and then second,
making sure that they make good decisions. It’s like ethics. It’s one thing to
know that something is virtuous; it’s very different to actually be virtuous.
We want them to be virtuous here. I have found that the smart kids, they
stay strong from the start to the finish of a really long hard meet and the
dumb kids melt. Some teams will just take over the last day of the meet.
I love it when I walk into the last day morning on Sunday. It is the best time
for these kids who’ve never ever made a final before to make finals in multiple events, because you walk around the deck and all you hear is, ‘Oh my
God, I am so tired. There’s no way I am going to swim fast today.’ And they
don’t. Not because it isn’t in them to, but because they have already decided
that they are not going to do it. I get kids to love bad weather, to love bad
air, to love hard meets and to teach them that they are the Navy S.E.A.L.s
and they can handle anything.
The worse it is, the more they like it or, at the moment, the more I like it
and I am trying to teach them that the more they like it. Next is team travel
meets and I love team travel meets. They are a lot harder for me than family
travel meets, where all I do is show up at the pool. But the team travel meets
are massively educational. Kids get thrown out of their comfort zones; they
have got to deal with stresses they don’t usually deal with. They don’t have
their parents there making all of the decisions for them. They cannot control
their environment. They are having to stay with teammates that they don’t
really like. They have to eat the food that everybody else does.
They are really hard and that’s great because you get kids to realize that
they can handle basically anything and they can excel pretty much anytime.
I teach kids that they should have one question in their head all the time,
‘What’s going to make me swim better?’ That’s what they use to make all the
decisions. Do I have 19 pieces of bacon because it’s there? No. Okay, well the
only thing they had at the snack bar was orange flavored Fanta or whatever.
No. Make good decisions, that’s what leads to fast swimming.
In a few session particulars and I have kind of touched on these before, but
if you have a really tough double or a triple, you have to figure it out beforehand what you are going to do at each step. I mentioned that I want kids
talking to me between, or before races and after races. But if someone has
15 minutes from race one to race two, they are going to walk right by me,
go right to the warm down pool, swim and then go right back up. We have
talked about this before. I won’t take it personally, just walk right on by me.
I will give you a thumbs up or whatever, but you have a job to do; go get
ready for your next one.
And again, if kids are prepared and if they’ve thought through things so
that they know what’s in front of them and they know the challenge, they
are much more likely to be able to meet that challenge and be successful
continuously or consecutively; as opposed to having one great one, one
okay, and then terrible. Individually, some kids need a lot more warm up
than others. Some kids think they need zero. No, but some kids do need
more. Breaststroke, you need to get ready for that in a different way. I think
backstroke, as well. Distance races. Certain races you need to prepare a little
differently.
Also, if it’s been two hours since your last race, you are going to warm up
differently from when it’s been 20 minutes. There are individual tweaks, so
that it is not simply a one size fits all and I am not trying to control your
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entire world. The next section is called ‘Rules for Racing,’ and it’s about
establishing expectations. Attitudes matter, expectations matter. If someone gets in there, gets up on the block with very low expectations for their
performance, they will be slow. I am trying to teach kids that they decide
before the race even starts, how they are going to do.
I think that coaches can instill and we can help athletes build the right attitudes or expectations, but we have to do that every day in practice. I teach
these rules, I expect them to be followed. I try to prepare kids mentally and
physically so that they can meet these expectations because in the end,
they want to swim fast. Sometimes it doesn’t seem like it, but they want to
swim fast and sometimes the only person who’s really thinking long term is
me. I need to help steer them in the right directions. I will just go through
these really fast. This is another list.
The rules are: first, you go to a meet to swim fast and to be a player, not
for the t-shirt. If we are going, we are going there to swim fast. This sounds
totally obvious, but you look at just about any swimmer who qualifies for
a championship meet the last week at the last chance meet, and you will
see somebody who was just happy to be there, almost nobody in that
situation. Then they step up a few days later or a week later, and then goes
fast again. What I want is for kids to have the proper focus expectation going into the meet; we are going there to be good. Whether you are seeded
first or seeded 170th.
Two: you race your guts out with consistent effort and quality of performance. That’s whether it’s your favorite event or your worst event. The one
where you’re seeded best or seeded, worst doesn’t matter. Morning swim,
evening swim. I want to see you put it out there every single time. Third: in
any close race, get your hand on the wall first. Finish the job. I like to tell kids
that losing touch outs in unacceptable. A lot of kids practice it by floating
into walls in practice. But losing touch outs is like playing Russian roulette.
You will get away with it for a little bit, but it will cost you big eventually.
You will fail to make it into the finals. You will miss the podium; you will miss
the team that you really wanted to make. You just need to get into a habit of
winning. You do that in practice every time. You never glide into walls; you
always kick through the wall. That kind of stuff can be practiced. You do not
have to wait once a month to go to a meet and where you are going to swim
five or six or eight races or whatever. Kids finish repeats 50, 60, 100 times
at practice. And if they are going slow into the finish every time, I know it’s
going to happen at a meet and I’ll ask kids, ‘Why are you practicing losing?’
Get your hand on the wall. Four: swim fast in the morning and move up
a spot. A lot of local heroes can get away with swimming really slow in
the morning and they are still going to make it back. But when they go to
Nationals, if they swim slow in the morning? No way. I think it is really important to teach kids to use the local meets, use the early season meets as
rehearsals for the championships and rehearsals for nationals. Even though
you don’t have to go a best time just to make it back, do it anyway. You are
going to want to swim fast at Nationals and you are going to have to swim
the best time in the morning to make it back.
If you have gotten yourself into a habit of being really slow and sloppy in
the morning because you can, it’s really hard to break out of that habit when
you get to a really big meet where there’s a lot of anxiety and pressure.
So even if they don’t have to and even if they think it’s foolish, I think it’s
important that you swim fast in the morning, even if you don’t need to.
Then obviously you swim faster at night because six of the eight kids in any
final will swim faster, and it’s amazing how often that number is right.
Six of eight. Two people will not, but the other six will. If you want to be
on the podium and you want to be top three, you need to be one of those
six. When you have done well in the morning, that’s half the job, but we
still have the other half. You do not want to win the semifinals or the NFC
Conference or whatever and then lose the Super Bowl. Learn from mistakes
and fix them. Learn from other people’s mistakes and avoid them. In order
to do this, kids have to be pretty good at taking criticism.

They have got to be willing to talk about what was good and what was bad
about a race and realize that just because I tell you that you didn’t kick the
last 50, it doesn’t mean you’re a bad person. It just means we have a little bit
of work to do if we want to go faster next time. One of the nice things about
mistakes is that there are obvious places to go faster. If someone swam a
perfect race, it’s hard to know what to do with that. If someone has made
three or four or five or six or 27 mistakes in a race, well, there are a lot of ways
we can go faster and get better for next time, but they have to be willing
to accept that.
I will talk to the kids about, ‘This is about your race; it’s not about you.’ Most
kids after a while they get used to this. But that doesn’t mean that you are
mean just because you told somebody that, we can’t go no breath the first
50 of our 400. We just need to be a little smarter. I have had some kids who
have made the same mistakes year after year after year after year. The same
things that got in their way when they were 12 are still getting in their way
at 17. I like mistakes. I like the right mistakes because it means kids are taking risks, they are putting themselves out there.
But, if we are going to make mistakes, I want to see better, smarter, more sophisticated mistakes, not the same ones over and over and over. If we want
to get to step 1000, we cannot keep making the step one, two and three
mistakes. We have got to move it up a little bit. I think using meets as educational opportunities is good. Now, for instance, kids who don’t make it back,
I want them going to Finals because those kids beat you. They did things
well that you didn’t. We need to take a look, watch them, and see what you
need to do so that next time you are on the blocks. Use the fact that you
are getting to watch swimmers who currently are a little bit faster than you.
The last couple, cherish being on relays. Swim even faster on relays than in
individuals. If we’re going to do relays, we are going to be good at them. If
kids are not going to take them seriously, we are not going to bother. Next
is: be self reliant, and it should be pretty obvious by now that I want kids
able to think for themselves. I want them to be able to think through what
they need to do. Practice that so that they are on their own because I am not
going to be able to get up on the blocks with them.
Their mom’s not going to be able to get up on the blocks with them. They
are going to need to deal with all those demons in their head. They are going to have to deal with all those decisions on their own. I try to make kids as
independent and self-reliant as possible so that it’s almost like a windup toy.
We do all the preparation and practice and in the little meets so that when
we get to the championship meet, just wind it up and there they go. Last:
love to race. Love the challenge. We used to have this big poster at North
Baltimore. Ordeal or adventure? It was perfect.
Do you see practice and do you see races as ordeals as torture? Do you see
them as adventure, as opportunities, as discovery? It is that simple. If you
can get kids thinking about meets as challenges, as wonderful opportunities to see what they can do, then they are going to swim fast. One analogy
I like to use with them is when you are eight years old and you are at the
summer league pool or that the summer pool and you are messing around
with your friends and one of them says, ‘Okay, race you to the ladder! Last
one there’s a rotten egg!’ Boom.
When you win, you make fun of your friend and when he wins, he makes fun
of you and then you challenge him again and you race again. They are not
worried, they are not anxious, they are not afraid. They are just racing and
having a great time. Wouldn’t it be amazing if we could get our kids to think
with that freshness of spirit when they go to a meet? Because if we can do
that, they’re going to be really good. They are going to be in a good mood
the whole time. They are going to put you in a good mood.
They are just racing. Getting them to enjoy racing is key. Thank you very
much.
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Do you plan on coaching for ten more years?
Do you think you will attend 5 World Clinics
in the future?
If you answered YES to either question, have you considered Life or Life Plus membership with the American Swimming Coaches Association?

ASCA Life membership (U.S. $880; International $1,650)
is membership for the rest of your life. Pay now, and stop
worrying about your annual renewal. (Just keep your
address up-to-date.)
ASCA Life Plus membership (U.S. $2,200; International
$2,750) is membership for life, plus it includes the main registration fee at the annual World Clinic and a copy of each of
our home-study courses (currently 30+ titles).

Save money while
investing in your
coaching education for
your career.
(www.swimmingcoach.org) or
by phone at
Payment plan options available;

AMERICAN SWIMMING
COACHES ASSOCIATION
swimmingcoach.org
(954) 563-4930
(800) 356-2722
5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
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THE BEGINNING OF
SERIOUS RESULTS.

FOR LIFE.

PARAGON® STARTING PLATFORMS
Coupled with your knowledge and experience, Paragon starting platforms
like our Track Start Plus+ are another way to help your swimmers reach
new levels of performance.
Simple zero movement installation for anchors via tool-less clamping.
Non-metallic, corrosion-proof tops with patented cross-groove
Unparalleled durability and appearance for graphics.
Outstanding customization options, including tops, pedestals,
anchors and accessories like handles and backplates.
Visit pentair.com today to learn more.

Paragon Track Start Plus+

PENTAIR.COM
800.831.7133
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